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The effects of ATPase and Cox2 on inflammatory source will 
produce long fatty chains and degraded molecules which will be 
subject to the ATPase function for producing cytokines kinases 
which will be Subject to the influences of synthetase functions for 
producing Acyl-COA-gamma which are the basis for Interleukin-2 
composition and production by DCs and vise versa. 

The unsaturated fatty acids {arachidonic acid (AA)} are the 
effective necessary toole for accelerating GCs-beta and IFN-
beta synthesis upon the activity of OPA1 membrane functions 
for accelerating the activities of DCs functions for producing 
Interleukin-2 (mediated by Leukotriene B4 production) which 
will be modified by synthase for activating GCs-beta followed 
by interferon-beta (IFN-beta) productions which accelerate 
anti-inflammatory processes and growth mediated by GCs-
beta synthesis which accelerate both Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A 
productions upon B-arrestins and ACE functions which adopt 
and filter glycoprotein and glycopeptides percentages for running 
angiotensin active pathway. 

Arachidonic acid (AA) has strong roles in accelerating synthase 
function and beta oxidation, where Glucocorticoids-beta regulate 
Leukotriene B4 (LTB4) Productions that cooperate in anti-
inflammatory processes through promoting IFN-beta synthesis 
followed by activating PLCγ2 for bone growth . 

Deficiency in glucocorticoids synthesis (which depends on GPCRs 
and on cholesterol) will be result of accumulation of GPCRs 
and cholesterol (with increasing in fibroblast synthesis which 
depends on GPCRs synthesis) that have high affinity to bind to K 
and Na salts and cause toxicity in heart layers and will be result 
of decreasing in Interferons productions that will cause down 
regulation in anti-inflammatory processes.
 
The Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) are characterized 
histologically by sheets of large transformed B, and show 
accumulation in PKC and can show as accumulation of their 
diagnostic levels because PKC have been mutated due to 
deficiency in thymine nucleotides (deficiency in Ser “TCT 
&TCA” codons with availability of only this codons Ser TCC 
which accelerate PKC productiond), where thymine kinases (TK) 
and PKC together in their proper composition are necessary for 
building beta estradiol synthesis followed by proper building the 
IL2 productions then followed by proper synthesis of both GCs-
beta and IFN-beta respectively followed by VEGF-A productions 
for anti-inflammatory growth. 

It’s cleared that B-arrestins and serotonin are having almost 
same origin, almost same function, that may B-arrestins promote 
and regulate the serotonin productions, but serotonin basically 
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ABSTRACT
Dendritic cells (DCs) play an important role in improving and adapting immune responses, and development of chronic inflammation through producing 
Interleukin-2 which stimulate beta oxidation processes by OPA1 synthase for promoting both IFN-beta and GC-beta production followed by alpha 
oxidations for TLR4 and SIRPα1 production and for nucleocytosolic acetyl-CoA alpha production which considered as signature of a “growth specifically 
for anti-inflammatory growth. 

Glucocorticoids and glutamine are the basic tools for increasing immune efficiency (regulated by OPA1 enzymes) and the main for regulating the adopted 
Interferons, that the deficiency in glucocorticoids synthesis and glutamine will suppress immune activities and will lead to deficiency in Interferons productions 
followed by decreasing in macrophages and T-cells functions. The formation of Glucocorticoid-gamma and IFN-gamma started by the effects of Cox2 on 
inflammatory sources followed by cytokine kinases production for IL2 synthesis upon synthetase functions followed by synthase for glucocorticoid-beta 
and IFN-beta productions which followed by phospholipase effect for producing PD-L1 synthesis which promote the progression of ovarian cancer. 
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originated from tryptophanTph1 (TGG) which originated and 
can be regulated by Ser (AGT) in blood where thymine bind with 
guanine are important for tryptophan synthesis in vivo), that Tph2 
responsible for serotonin synthesis in brain (the binding of thymine 
T with guanine “GG” is so necessary” to form proper serotonin 
molecule in brain upon tryptophan hydroxylase (Tph). function), 
that serotonin can be boosted and enhancement by more necessary 
amino acids for Enhancement its functions such as tryptophan 
(TGG), Leu “TTG“, Tyr, Gly, Ser “AGT”, and methionine “ATG“ 
for activating both Leu and Met-pentapeptides in enkephalin 
tissue in brain, that as the thymine nucleotides missed in serotonin 
molecules (so missed in tryptophan TGG) as serotonin will show 
mutations in its structure and functions but will still promote 
growth through its purines kinases (GG) which can promote tumor 
growth with deficiency in enkephalin functions that can enhance 
brain cancer. The deficiency in PLCs synthesis which regulated 
by Src kinase, Syk, and by adopter protein which regulated by 
B-arrestins (regulated by GCs synthesis and Estrogen), can lead 
to Bone cancer, osteoporosis, and arthritis. That both thymine 
kinases “TK” and cytosine “PKC” kinases are so important for 
estrogen synthesis mediated by estradiol beta production for 
activating GCs-beta which promote the programmed IFN-beta 
and for VEGF-A synthesis necessary for the progression of anti-
inflammatory growth. 

Introduction 
Interferons (IFNs) promoted firstly by cytokines kinases and 
DCs followed by glucocorticoids productions that IFN-gamma 
firstly produced upon synthetase functions followed by IFN-beta 
synthesis (upon synthase effect on IFN-gamma) then followed 
by IFN-alpha synthesis (upon phospholipase functions ) that 
plays a necessary role in antitumor host immunity and in anti-
inflammatory growth. 

The Dysregulation of glucocorticoids and interferons have been 
implicated in cancer, autoimmune disorders, and pathogenesis of 
chronic viral infections. 

Fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFRs) belong to a family 
of four transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases (FGFR1–4) 
that help regulate multiple irregular physiological processes. 
They are highly conserved, widely distributed receptors due to 
their roles in promoting ATPase function pathway which activate 
numerous physiological processes started by long fatty chains and 
inflammation productions which suppose to be followed by gamma 
then followed by beta oxidation for functioning inflammation 
molecules through synthetase and synthase oxidative functions 
respectively for producing gamma then beta active subunits which 
normally contains active promoter in their molecules which are 
built and regulated by pyrimidine kinases which produced from 
hydrophobic acids and from the hydrophobic domain in TAM 
active receptors kinases, where Ser phosphorylation in mTOR 
pathway and Proline functions promote hydrophobic amino acids 
synthesis regulated by synthetase followed by synthase oxidative 
function, where reactivating OPA1 will be done through S6K 
which promote both ATPase and GTPase which activate the OPA1 
repair.

The FGFRs are Activated and Promoted by Either of these 
two ways
1st by GPCRs followed by CTGF productions which can promote 

FGFRs productions (without GCs-beta followed by angiotensin 
adoptions), 2nd through angiogenesis pathway which can promote 
VEGF-A productions which can promote FGFR growth (but in 
adopted pathway), where VEGF-A synthesis pathway can inhibit 
irregular CTGF growth then promote adopted growth through 
B-arrestins functions followed by Ang2-AT2 synthesis and then 
followed by VEGF-A synthesis which activate anti-inflammatory 
growth.
 
That deficiency in glucocorticoids synthesis (which depends 
on and regulated by GPCRs and on cholesterol) will be result 
of accumulation of GPCRs and cholesterol that can bind to K 
and Na salts and cause toxicity in heart layers and will be result 
of decreasing in Interferons productions that will cause down 
regulation in anti-inflammatory processes. 

DCs activated firstly by Cox2 which produce long fatty chains 
followed by cytokines kinases production which stimulate the IL2, 
IL8, and IL15 production (upon OPA1 synthetase and synthase 
respectively) for promoting GCs beta and IFN-beta where both 
are cooperating together for running anti-inflammatory processes.
 
The effect of Interferons-beta on T cells also prevent adhesion of 
the blood–brain barrier. Astrocytes functions have a key role in 
regulating and protecting the activities and function of neurons, 
through their roles in neurotransmission, metabolite and electrolyte 
homeostasis, functioning inflammation through producing I GCs-
beta, FN-beta (regulated by IFN-gamma synthesis), and synapse 
modulation. The GCs-beta regulated by pyrimidine kinases and 
by cytokines kinases (CK) which activate DCs for producing IL2 
upon synthetase functions which followed by synthase effect on 
IL2 for producing GCs-beta and IFN-beta respectively followed by 
activating angiotensin pathway for producing both Ang2-AT2 and 
VEGF-A for running B-cells maturations and anti-inflammatory 
growth. 

Where Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) starts in white 
blood cells called lymphocytes due to decreasing or deficiency 
in thymine kinases which produced upon Ser phosphorylation 
pathway that thymine kinases are necessary to regulate PKC 
through Glucocorticoids-beta synthesis which regulated and 
promoted by GPCRs and Estrogen upon synthase function. 

Materials
-Leukotriene B4 Receptors (LTB4) 
-Dendritic cells (DCs)
-Interleukin-2 (IL2) , IL8, IL23 
-OPA1 synthetase, synthase, and phospholipase 
-Estradiol beta, and Estrogen 
-Glucocorticoids-beta 
-Interferons-gamma and beta 
-Rac1 and Plcγ2 
-Proline, glutamine, tyrosine, and tryptophan 
-Tryptophan hydroxylase
-Serotonin 
-B-lineage acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells (B-ALL).
-OPA1 oxydative enzymes 
-Beta-estradiol & Estrogen 
-Leukotriene B4 (LTB4
-Nucleocytosolic acetyl-CoA alpha 
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Methods and Results
Dendritic cells (DCs) play an important role in improving and 
adapting immune responses, and in the development the chronic 
inflammation through producing Interleukin-2 which stimulate 
beta oxidation regulated by OPA1 synthase for promoting both 
GC-beta and IFN-beta productions followed by alpha oxidations 
for TLR4 and SIRPα1 production and for nucleocytosolic acetyl-
CoA alpha production which considered as signature of a “growth 
specifically anti-inflammatory growth. Dendritic cells (DCs) are 
antigen presenting cells that release cytokines and considered 
as the central for the activation and innate the acquired immune 
responses [1]. 

The cytokines kinases activate DCs function through stimulating 
IL2, IL8, and IL15 production (by OPA1 synthetase and synthase 
function respectively) for promoting TLR4 functions (that mediated 
by GCs followed by IFNs synthesis for activating MHC-class-I 
and MHC-class-2 functions respectively), that also proliferation 
can be activated by either irregular un adopted CTGF functions 
or by the adopted and programmed VEGF-A productions by GCs 
and by Ang2-AT2 productions. That, DCs have important roles in 
maintenance immunological homeostasis, and the development of 
promising DC-based therapeutic strategies will give more effective 
and safer prevention and treatment for an increasing number of 
autoimmune disorders [2].
 
As Dendritic cells “DCs” improve immune to be more safer and 
protected from auto immune as DCs is adopted by an specific 
adopter sequenced orders based on ribosomes and chromosomes 
functions which promoted by pyrimidine kinases synthesis and 
by Acyl-COA-beta production upon Beta-Oxidation based on 
hydrophobic effective domains MerTK synthesis which can 
convert inflammations molecules (which produced firstly by 
the Cox2 and by ATPase effects on inflammatory sources) to 
Interleukin-2 upon synthetase on inflammation to produce Acyl-
COA-gamma which promote interleukin-2 production and then 
followed by active beta subunits productions upon synthase 
function which activate T-cells function mediated by GCs-beta 
and IFN-beta synthesis.

That DCs protroduce Interleukin-2 “IL-2” that coregulated the 
expression of IL-15 upon immune cells stimulei, that the IL-2 
production is regulated DCs resulted in a migratory profile and 
T cell stimulation capacity [3].
 
DCs are activated firstly by Cox2 which produce long fatty chains 
followed by cytokines kinases production which stimulate the 
IL2, IL8, and IL15 production (upon OPA1 synthetase followed 
by synthase respectively) for promoting GCs beta and IFN-beta 
where both are cooperating together for running anti-inflammatory 
processes in cooperated different pathways for the final result of 
running anti-inflammatory growth (which mediated by activating 
MHC-class-I and MHC-class-2 functions respectively) which also 
can be activated by either CTGF or by the VEGF-A productions 
necessary pathway. The IL2 synthesis is regulated by Acyl-COA-
gamma synthesis upon synthetase functions for digesting lipid 
followed by synthase function necessary for beta oxidation for 
activating GCs-beta and IFN-beta followed by adopting anti-
inflammatory processes. That Intracellular acetyl CoA levels 
enhanced histone acetylation, lipid synthesis, and IFNγ production 
for improving the metabolic and functional fitness of CD8+ T 
cells in tumors [4]. 

The Role of IFNs in Activating T-cells and Angiogenesis Active 
Pathways by Promoting Anti-Inflammatory Growth
Several studies suggesting that IFN-gamma in response to 
various stimuli of, which led to the idea of autocrine myeloid-
cell activation in innate immunity. Mechanistically IFN-γ binds to 
its receptor and then activates JAK2 (regulated by synthetase) to 
phosphorylate STAT1, and then followed by IFN-beta productions.
 
That, SIRP-gamma (promoted by IFN-gamma) productions from 
myeloid is the first SIRP molecular structure that produced and 
then promote MHC-I synthesis regulated firstly by IFN-gamma 
for endocytic soluble MHC class II synthesis then for SIRPα1 
and for TLR4 Biosynthesis [5].
 
The IFN-beta produced by nuclear orphan pathway upon synthase 
function which are so important for T-cells re-functions. That ROR 
beta synthesis are main basic roots for both GC-beta and IFN-beta 
productions which consequently are the basis for the SIRPα1 
synthesis followed by TLR4 synthesis and anti-inflammatory 
growth. That, the effect of Interferons-beta on T cells also prevent 
adhesion of the blood–brain barrier, and also facilitates the 
induction of regulatory T cells [6].

The Endothelial cells “ECs” in brain capillaries are the site of 
the blood—brain barrier productions (where G-protein activate 
GPCRs which necessary for glucocorticoids synthesis regulated by 
estrogen too) that indicated the ECs are the site of filtering blood 
through their ACE functions which placed on their surface for 
producing BBB and Ang2-AT2 (the Ang2-AT2 synthesis from the 
excess of Ang1-AT1 where the remain of Ang1-AT1 is appear in 
the form of BBB) for running brain function and protecting heart 
activities through the production of active signals necessary for 
producing the adopted VEGF-A necessary for anti-inflammatory 
growth for brain, for heart layers functions, and for central nerve 
cells. The T-cells and macrophages depends mainly on pyrimidine 
kinases and on hydrophobic domain in the TAM three domains 
functions. The dysfunction in endothelial ACE will lead to 
dysfunction in angiotensin pathway that will lead to increasing 
in Ang1-AT1 and BBB with increasing in adhesion chsracter 
and will the dysfunction in ACE will promote the accumulation 
of glycoprotein and long fatty fatty chains. P-glycoproteins are 
transmembranous ATP-dependent pumps, originally discovered 
for their ability to confer multi drug resistance to neoplastic cells 
[7].
 
The activation of P-glycoproteins which are transmembranous 
ATP-dependent and cytokines kinases that can activate ATPase 
function to break tumors contents for producing long fatty 
chains which will be improved to both Acyl-COA-gamma and 
the Acyl-COA-beta upon synthetase and synthase respectively, 
where polyunsaturated fatty acids accelerate beta oxidation for 
both GCs-beta and IFN-beta productions (including Omiga 3) 
which are necessary for activating T-cells and anti-inflammatory 
growth. IFN-beta has the direct roles to regulate and adopt T-cells 
functions (that allow T-cells to pass through brain endothelial 
cells capillaries that prevent blood barrier adhesion) that IFN-
beta activate MHC-class-I productions followed by MHC class 
II Biosynthesis mediated by angiotensin Biosynthesis pathway. 
Where it has been reported that: the Interferon-β promotes the 
survival and function of induced regulatory T cells [8]. 
 
The Role of IFN-Gamma and IFN-Beta in Suppressing Diffuse 
Large B-cell Lymphoma, or DLBCL
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, or DLBCL starts in white blood 
cells called lymphocytes. B lymphocytes is a population of cells 
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that express clonally diverse cell surface immunoglobulin (Ig) 
receptors recognizing specific antigenic epitopes. That GCs were 
identified as the main site for high-affinity antibody-secreting 
plasma cell and memory B-cell generation [9]. 

The previous study indicate that GCs regulated by pyrimidine 
kinases and by cytokines kinases (CK) which activate DCs for 
producing IL2 upon synthetase functions which followed by 
synthase effect on IL2 for producing GCs-beta and IFN-beta 
which followed by activating angiotensin process for producing 
both Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A for running B-cells maturations and 
anti-inflammatory growth. 

That any mutation in Interleukins productions will reflect mutations 
in the GCs-beta followed by mutations in B-cells production 
where the mutation in GCs-beta can appear in the B-cell surface 
membranes which promote CD40 productions and will give the 
autoimmune disorders Symptoms. 
Where the dysregulated B cell signalling can drive many of human 
autoimmune diseases [10].
 
In autoimmune disorders the Non-hematopoietic cells expressing 
CD40 can also engage CD40L and trigger a pro-inflammatory 
response [11].

And, IL-2 induces expression and secretion of IFN-gamma in 
murine peritoneal macrophages [12]. 
And, the stimulation with IL-2 will induce IFN gamma in a time 
and in a dose-dependent manner [13]. 
IL-2 regulate the expression of IFN-gamma mediated by GCs 
synthesis and followed by angiotensin activation and T-cells 
activation. Also ,Ser /Thr kinases (Stk24) plays an important 
role in controlling IL-17-triggered inflammation and autoimmune 
diseases through producing (pyrimidine kinases cytokines kinases) 
and provides new insight into the therapeutic targets of IL-17-
mediated inflammatory disease [14]. 

That Ser (TCT, TCC, TCA,TCG) produce mostly thymine kinases 
and cytosine kinases upon ATPase function while Thr (ACT, ACC, 
ACA, ACT) kinases produce mostly purine kinases that promote 
ATPase function through S6K synthesis, where the inhibition 
in one of those kinases will cause mutation in GCs-beta which 
has the roles of regulating B-cells activity and has the roles of 
antibody-secreting plasma cell and memory B-cell generations.
 
But, the accumulations of PKC is due to the deficiency or inhibition 
in thymine kinases followed by inhibition or mutation in cytokines 
kinases will be result in mutation in IL2 that can be accumulated 
and can be improved to IL30 and IL40 in vivo that can be the result 
of pathogenic diseases such as autoimmune disorders disease. 

The IL2 is the basic regulator for both GCs-gamma and IFN-
gamma regulated firstly by pro-inflammatory cytokines which 
produced by pyrimidine kinases and ATPase effect on primary 
pro-inflammatory molecules which produced upon Cox2 functions 
on inflammatory sources, then IL2 will be subjected to synthase 
function for producing GCs-gamma followed by synthase function 
for glucocorticoid-beta synthesis and IFN-beta productions. 
 
Inhibition in pro-inflammation cytokines due to inhibition or 
deficiency in one of pyrimidine kinases: thymine kinase (TK) 
or PKC (CK) will be result in accumulation in IL2 that will be 
improved due to their accumulation for producing IL40 which will 
form mutated B-cells and their activities will be characterized by 

producing pro-inflammatory molecules.

The Interleukin-2 which produced by Cox2 effects on inflammatory 
sources followed by the effect of pyrimidine kinases and 
synthetase functions for IL2 productions which are necessary 
for glucocorticoids beta synthesis and IFN-beta productions 
(upon synthase function) for running anti-inflammatory processes 
(mediated by activating MHC ll) during viral infections. That it 
has been reported that: Endogenous IL-2 contributes to T cell 
expansion and IFN-gamma production during lymphocytic 
choriomeningitis virus infection [15].

Where, the Growth and maturation of other cell types and leukocyte 
migration are mediated by proper IFN-γ production. And, IFN-γ 
activates macrophages that promote them to be able to mount an 
effective immune response, such as enhance antigen processing 
and presentation through upregulation of class II MHC [16]. And, 
the effects of IFN-γ as anti-tumor comprise the development, 
recruitment, and activation of innate immune cells as well as the 
activation and maintenance of the effector T cells that have proper 
roles to suppress cancer tumors [17]. 

As I mentioned previously IFN-gamma upon synthase function 
will activate IFN-beta productions followed by activating T-cells 
proper functions through activating MHC class II from MHC class 
I and then followed by CTLA-4 reactivation mediated by SIRPα1 
and PD-L1 synthesis which are necessary for living cells survival.
 
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is characterized 
by sheets of large transformed B cells that efface the normal 
lymph node architecture 1. However tumor samples contain 
variety proportions of admixed benign cells with defect in their 
phospholipids membranes that include various subsets of T cells, 
macrophages, mast cells and stromal cells and collectively define 
the microenvironment of tissue tumor. 

What the Role of Pyrimidine Kinases Thymine Kinases and 
PKC (cytosine kinases) in that Kind of Tumor Growth?
PKC-beta II expression has prognostic significance not only for 
CHOP therapy in low-risk IPI disease [18]. Previous studies 
reported that overexpressed. PKC delta promoted apoptosis. 
However, recently data showed inhibition of PKC delta blocked 
proliferation and survival of cancer stem cells [19].

That in case of Deficiency in pyrimidine TAT AT kinases which 
responsible for building promoter within IFN-gamma and beta 
molecules will cause dysregulation to IFNs and GCs functions 
and will be result of increasing the tumors growth in spite of 
availability of PKC with absence of thymine kinases (TAT kinases). 
That, deficiency in Ser amino acids and deficiency in proline will 
Lead to decreasing in pyrimidine synthesis (TAT and TAC) [20].
 
And, pyrimidine TAT and TAC kinases synthesis are having the 
responsibility for building promoters within active beta subunits. 
That Glucocorticoid-beta and mineralocorticoids are basically 
regulated by tyrosine TAT and TAC kinases (Pyrimidine kinases) 
for protecting heart [21].
 
Where also it’s necessary to note that the percentage of pyrimidine 
kinases TATAT related to PkC (TATAC or TAC) has to be equal 
for proper activated functions for all IFNs molecules. PKC and 
Src family are regulated by pyrimidine kinases which are thymine 
kinases and cytosine kinases or just cytosine kinase (note, both 
kinases are produced from the Ser phosphorylation in mTOR 
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pathway) where thymine kinases necessary for building thymine 
within the IFN-gamma and beta promoters, but cytosine kinases 
“ TAC” necessary for building active sequence within promoters 
sequence which necessary for regulating the migrating IFN-gamma 
and IFN-beta molecules through involvement in anti-inflammatory 
processes, that deficiency in cytosine kinases synthesis will be 
result of defect in migrating molecules with un movement of their 
configuration, which leads to their stability and accumulation 
within defective cells and the formation of a tumor contents.

Also, the mutation in PKC molecules with inhibition in thymine 
kinases will affect on GCs-beta synthesis and by decreasing in their 
functions that lead to Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) 
due to over availability of the mutated PKC delta. 

Where it has been Reported that
Pyrazolo [3,4-d] pyrimidine-3-carbonitrile and pyrazolo [3,4-b] 
pyridine-3-carbonitrile derivatives was synthesized and Have been 
evaluated for their potential cytotoxicity against human laryngeal 
epidermoid carcinoma cells (Hep2) [22].
 
That, pyrazolo [3,4-d] pyrimidine-3-carbonitrile will perform and 
plays the role of thymine and repair the deficiency of thymine 
in the IFN-gamma and in IFN-beta molecules that can suppress 
cytotoxicity and tumors contents and promote the modulation of 
main original cells. So my conclusion is: DLBCL tumors due to 
deficiency in thymine kinases (TAT) which necessary for building 
promoters TATATC within PKC and within both IFN-beta and 
GCs-beta to guide and direct their migration and functions for 
running both anti-inflammatory processes and growth mediated 
by IFN-beta synthesis followed by activating two pathways first 
activating both T-cells and beta-cells while second pathway is 
activating both B-arrestins and ACE functions fir activating 
Ang2-AT2 followed by VEGF-A synthesis which necessary for 
activating anti-inflammatory. The IL2 is considered as the basic 
regulator for GCs-gamma and IFN-gamma regulated by pro-
inflammatory cytokines (and adopted by both pyrimidine TAT 
and TAC kinases) which produced by pyrimidine kinases and 
ATPase effect on primary pro-inflammatory molecules which 
produced upon Cox2 functions on inflammatory sources, then 
will be subject to synthase for IFN-beta productions necessary 
for anti-inflammatory processes.

It has been indicated that the necessity of IFN-gamma and 
intertukins (Interleukin-2) synthesis which produced by JAK 
signaling for cells survivals through producing PD-L1 instead 
of accumulation of PD1. That, interferon-gamma-JAK1/JAK2-
STAT1/STAT2/STAT3-IRF1 axis primarily regulates PD-L1 
expression [23].
 
Actually JAK1/JAK2-STAT1/STAT2/STAT3-IRF1axis stimulate 
and promote firstly DCs function to activate IFN-Gamma synthesis 
(upon synthetase functions) which will activate IFN-beta (upon 
synthase function) followed by MHC class ll production within 
cells followed by SIRPα1 and TLR4 synthesis (upon phospholipase 
functions) necessary for for anti-inflammatory growth. Where PD-1 
will stimulate IFN-gamma and promote MHC class l synthesis 
(promoted and regulated by proper OPA1 and by pyrimidine kinases) 
followed by MHC II synthesis and then followed by activating PD-
L1, SIRPα1, and TLR4 Synthesis (upon phospholioase functions) 
“respectively” necessary for anti-inflammatory growth and cells 
survivals. That, it has been reported that: Interferon-α Up-Regulates 
the Expression of PD-L1 Molecules on Immune Cells through 
STAT3 and p38 Signaling [24].

 So the roles of IFNs regulated firstly by Ser /Thr phosphorylation 
and by JAK signaling (for producing purines and pyrimidine 
kinases) are having wide functions in activating anti-inflammatory 
processes including anti-inflammatory growth, but we’ve to don’t 
neglect that the roles of IFNs for running anti-inflammatory 
pathways are basically regulated by both thymine kinases 
and PKC (TAT and TAC kinases) which produced firstly by 
Ser phosphorylation in mTOR pathway for fully running and 
protecting the IFNs (gamma, beta, and alpha respectively) proper 
functions for strengthen immune efficiency and central nerve cells 
functions that widely protect from autoimmune disorder diseases.
 
The IFN-alpha are produced upon the effect of Phospholipase on 
IFN-beta which are the main basic for promoting PD-L1 synthesis 
that followed by TLR4 functions and mediated by Ang2-AT2 
synthesis and VEGF-A productions which necessary for anti-
inflammatory growth , where in case of inhibition in OPA1 
synthase and phospholipase functions will lead to accumulation 
of inflammatory molecules that have high affinity to bind to K 
salts which lead to toxicity in heart layers and in Central nerve 
cells that can be main reason for tumor cancer and can induce 
cells death with increasing in PD-1. 

The Role of Astrocytes in Anti-Inflammatory Processes and 
Growth
Astrocytes regulated by pyrimidine kinases followed by 
glucocorticoid-beta and B-arrestins whichinvolved in K+ ion 
homeostasis through protecting tissues from the k binding 
toxicity, and also regulate extracellular Ca2+ VGCCs, and 
promote the created signals needed for Vascoconstructions that 
can run connective cells functions in central nerve cells, where 
the decreasing in created signals by beta oxidation can lead to 
isolation to specific cells and accumulation of long fatty chains 
and cholesterol that can lead to toxicity if bind to K and Na salts 
and can lead to tumor cancer. Astrocytes not only regulate blood 
flow through adopting fibrinolysis, but also transfer mitochondria 
to neurons, and supply the fuel for neuronal metabolism. That, 
astrocytes can phagocytose synapses, alter neurotrophin secretion, 
and clear debris [25].

Also it has been reported that astrocyte dysfunction involved 
in the pathophysiology of neurological disorders, including 
neurodegenerative disease, stroke, epilepsy, migraine, and 
neuroinflammatory diseases [26]. That astrocytes functions confirm 
not only to activate and protect immune cells and heart function 
but also have a key role in regulating and protecting the activities 
and function of neurons, through their roles in neurotransmission, 
metabolite and electrolyte homeostasis, functioning inflammation 
through producing IFN-beta and GCs-beta, and synapse 
modulation. That astrocytes can alter neurotrophin secretion 
through its function in adopting and modulating both Ang2-AT2 
and VEGF-A (the vascular permeability factor) productions.

That, astrocytes have angiotensin-converting enzyme 1, that 
convert angiotensin I (Ang1-AT1) to angiotensin II (Ang2-AT2), 
and act on the type 1 angiotensin receptor (AT1) expressed by 
(or can be represented) BBB to induce vasoconstriction through 
ACE functions and Ang2-AT2 Biosynthesis. 

VEGF Biosynthesis also known as a vascular permeability factor in 
which is a multifunctional active protein structure that is involved 
in angiogenesis, inflammation, cancer [27]. Astrocytes functions to 
facilitate and accelerate the proliferation and neural differentiation 
of BMSCs, through changing and improve inflammatory molecules 
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for producing Beta-subunit upon synthase function which activate 
astrocytes at different phase after CNS injuries. That it has been 
reported that astrocyte-derived IL-6 participates in the proliferation 
and neural differentiation of BMSCs [28].
 
Actually the IL2 and IL6 are derived from DCs not from astrocytes 
that stimulate beta-Oxidation by OPA1 synthase for Beta-subunits 
(GCs-beta and IFN-beta synthesis) Which activate astrocytes for 
adopting Ang2-AT2 synthesis from the glycoprotein Ang1-AT1 
which therefore activate VEGF-A productions which promote 
anti-inflammatory growth in one just outline pathway but in clear 
pathway which upon phospholipase effects will activate MHC 
class ll synthesis from MHC class l followed by SIRPα1 and 
TLR4 productive which promote and adopt the anti-inflammatory 
growth, so basically DCs has the basics roles in modulating and 
stimulating the IFN-beta and glucocorticoid-beta productions 
needed for B-arrestins synthesis which activate astrocytes for 
Ang2-AT2 followed by VEGF-A productions which promote 
anti-inflammatory growth in several direct and indirect pathways. 
That, the delaying in synthase function for Beta-subunit synthesis 
will lead to more improvement in IL2 and IL6 to IL30 or other 
that can be harmful for immune functions and can be the main 
source for causing tumor cancer. That, certain scenarios create 
disparity of IL-6 production that are detrimental to the cellular 
immune response [29].
 
DCs are producing IL2 upon viral stimulation which upon 
synthetase and BTK that will be improved to IL6 then to IL23 
which upon synthase will improve the Beta-subunit production 
(Acyl-COA-beta or GCs-beta and IFN-beta) {{imp notice as 
synthase functions will be delayed as the IL6 will implicate and 
improved to IL 30 and IL40 which characterized autoimmune 
disorders}}. So in conclusion in this section. Both stromal and 
Astrocytes are regulated and activated by GCs-beta production 
followed by interferon beta productions, where the first activate 
angiotensin II synthesis (mediated by GCs-beta and B-arrestins) 
from the type 1 angiotensin receptor (Ang1 AT1) which expressed 
by BBB ECs to induce vasoconstriction, hile the IFN-beta activate 
T-cells and macrophages for improving anti-inflammatory 
processes.
 
Where, Endothelial cells in brain capillaries are the site of the 
blood—brain barrier (BBB) that the Leu main amino acids are 
necessary for BBB which activated in the form of Leu-pentapeptides 
in enkephalin tissue that promote and improve the BBB functions 
in brain increasing Ang2-AT2 productions to prevent the adhesion 
and facilitate the T-cells and macrophages passing through for 
proper activities. P-glycoproteins are transmembranous, ATP-
dependent, that BBB produced upon ACE functions for confer 
Ang2-AT2 synthesis in one side while the other is the Ang1-
AT1 or BBB which protected and adopted by ACE functions. 
Where, MHC-I synthesis regulated are by IFN-gamma (which 
improved by astrocytes and stromal cells for producing IFN-beta 
which necessary for improving T-cells functions) for endocytic 
soluble MHC class II synthesis then for SIRPα1 and for TLR4 
Biosynthesis which mediate anti-inflammatory growth. 

And both the astrocytes and stromal are regulating and promoting 
each other through the DCs stimulation to both of them (which 
improve inflammatory molecules for producing IL2 and IL6) 
through its IL2 production which improve to IL6 then to IL23 upon 
synthase function and pyrimidine kinases functions mediated by 
Acyl-COA-beta. That Beta-subunits Acyl-COA-beta will promote 
GCs followed by B-arrestins which will adopt Ang2-AT2 synthesis 
(upon ACE functions) promote the VEGF-A productions for 

improving anti-inflammatory growth and for T-cells production. 
That the delay in previous pathway will give the priority to IL2 
and IL6 to be improved to IL 30 and IL40 (upon deficiency in 
synthase function) which are the sign of autoimmune diseases and 
the sign of some cancers diseases. So, development of immune 
by DCs function are followed by OPA1 synthase function which 
will prevent the increasing in the autoimmune disorders regulated 
by OPA1 synthase. 

The improvements in DCs activities will lead to improve 
stromal and astrocytes functional activities for improving the 
anti-inflammatory growth by stromal and astrocytes mediated 
by B-arrestins and Ang2-AT2 synthesis followed by VEGF-A 
productions for anti-inflammatory growth. 

The Role of IFN-Gamma and IFN-Beta in Suppressing Cancer 
Tumors
IFN-γ (regulated by beta-estradiol followed by IL2 productions) 
influences tumor cells directly and indirectly by promoting the 
IFN-beta productions for activating anti-inflammatory processes. 
The anti-tumor effects of IFN-γ comprise the development, 
recruitment, and activation of innate immune cells as well as the 
activation and maintenance of effector T cells which their proper 
functions are to suppress cancer tumors [30]. As I mentioned 
previously IFN-gamma upon synthase function will activate 
IFN-beta followed by activating T-cells proper functions through 
activating MHC class II from MHC class I and then followed by 
CTLA-4 ractivation. 

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is characterized 
histologically by sheets of large transformed B cells that efface 
the normal lymph node architecture 1. However tumor samples 
contain variety proportions of admixed benign cells with defect in 
their phospholipids membranes that include various subsets of T 
cells, macrophages, mast cells and stromal cells and collectively 
define the microenvironment of tissue tumor. 

What the Role of Pyrimidine Kinases Thymine Kinases and 
PKC (Cytosine Kinases) in That Kind of Tumor Growth
PKC-beta II expression has prognostic significance not only for 
CHOP therapy in low-risk IPI disease [31]. Other previous studies 
reported that overexpressed. PKC delta promoted apoptosis. 
However, recently data showed inhibition of PKC delta blocked 
proliferation and survival of cancer stem cells [32]. 
Firstly, it is right that the Protein kinase C-beta II (PKC-beta 
II) expression has been reported to indicate inferior prognosis 
in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) but that in case of 
Deficiency in pyrimidine TAT kinases which responsible for 
building promoter which regulate all GCs-beta and IFN-gamma 
and beta molecules and regulate their migration, that it’s necessary 
to report that the percentage of pyrimidine kinases TATAT related 
to PkC TATAC or TATATC has to be equal for running proper 
functions for anti-inflammatory functions.

PKC and Src family are regulated by pyrimidine kinases 
which are thymine kinases and cytosine kinases 1 (note, both 
kinases are produced from the Ser phosphorylation in mTOR 
pathway) where thymine kinases necessary for building TATAT 
promoters within and GC-beta and IFN-beta, but cytosine 
kinases “TAT TAC” necessary for building active sequence 
which necessary for regulating the migrating IFN-gamma and 
IFN-beta molecules through involvement in anti-inflammatory 
processes , that deficiency in cytosine kinases synthesis (through 
Thr phosphorylation in mTOR pathway) will be result of defect 
in migrating molecules with un movement of their configuration, 
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which leads to their stability and accumulation within defective 
cells and the formation of a tumor.
 
Also, the mutation in PKC molecules with inhibition in thymine 
kinases will lead to Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) 
due to overexpressed the mutated PKC delta. Where it has been 
reported that:
Pyrazolo [3,4-d] pyrimidine-3-carbonitrile and pyrazolo [3,4-b] 
pyridine-3-carbonitrile derivatives was synthesized and Have been 
evaluated for their potential cytotoxicity against human laryngeal 
epidermoid carcinoma cells (Hep2) [33].
 
That the pyridozolol plays so important role of replacing the 
deficiency in thymine kinase and rebuilds GCs and interferons 
to run anti-inflammatory processes, as indicated the importanty 
of pyrazolo pyrimidine for running anti-inflammatory processes. 
So DLBCL tumors due to deficiency in thymine kinases which 
necessary for building promoters TATA within PKC and IFN-
beta to guide and regulate the migration and movement of their 
molecules. Interferon-β increases the stimulatory capacity of 
monocyte-derived dendritic cells to induce IL-13, IL-5 and IL-10 
in autologous T-cells [34]. 
 
Where the decreasing or inhibition in glucocorticoid-beta followed 
by inhibition in interferon beta (can be due to inhibition in glu and 
Pro) can reflect accumulation of DCs products”IL2” that can be 
mutated due to their accumulation and can be improved to produce 
nearly IL30 or IL40 (due to several irregular reactions which will 
not be recognized by IL2 family) and identify some pathogenic 
cases such as cause cancer and autoimmune disorder diseases.
 
Also I prefer to say in previous study that: Interferon-β increase 
the improvements capacity of monocyte-derived from dendritic 
cells to induce IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13, (synthase regulation) which 
can improve to IL23 which followed by phospholipase effects for 
VEGF-A productions (mediated by Ang2-AT2 synthesis) for anti-
inflammatory growth and mediated by MHC class ll followed by 
SIRPα1 production and TLR4 production necessary for adopted 
anti-inflammatory growth “or proliferation” . Where, in other 
pathway Interferon-β increases the improvements capacity of 
monocyte-derived from dendritic cells to induce IL-5, IL-10, and 
IL-13, to IL23 which promote MHC class ll synthesis from MHC 
class l then will activate PD-L1 from PD1 fo’owef by SIRPα1 
production within cells and then followed by TLR4 production 
for anti-inflammatory growth and cells survival.
 
That, IFN-beta in vitro can induce the development of DC2, 
which provide a permissive environment for Th2 differentiation 
[35]. And, IFN-α/β, among other “DCs” innate cytokines that is 
considered as an important ‘third signal that shapes the effector 
and memory T-cell pool. Moreover, IFN-α/β also serves as a 
counter-regulator of T helper type 2 and type 17 responses [36]. 
So we can confirm that IFN-beta, GCs-beta, and nucleocytosolic 
CoA alpha are having strong roles in regulating and shaping the 
effector memory T-cells pool of functions and have the strong 
roles in the increasing and adopting the improvements capacity of 
monocyte-derived from dendritic cells to induce IL-5, IL-10, and 
IL-13,to IL23 which promote MHC class ll synthesis from MHC 
class l then will activate PD-L1 from PD1 followed by SIRPα1 
production within cells and then followed by TLR4 production 
for anti-inflammatory growth and cells survival.
 
Also, IFNγ (regulated firstly by Cox2 functions and by cytokines 
kinases followed by IL2 synthesis) is an important activator of 
macrophages and inducer of Class I major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC class l) molecule expression which upon IFN-
beta synthesis will promote the MHC ll synthesis, which has the 
effective roles in adopting heart function and protect immune 
with central nerve cells from autoimmune disorders and from 
cancer diseases.
 
Where, IFN-γ-induced expression of the MHC class Il 
transactivation (CIITA), a transcriptional coactivator essential for 
MHC-II expression, was inhibited in DN PKC-α-overexpressing 
cells [37]. 
Where the PKC-α-overexpression Will start from first point 
to activate directly the DCs-IFNs-anti-inflammatory pathway 
“DIFAN” that will lead to affect on MHC ll to be attenuated 
in their function activities for a while till DIFAN be done from 
MHC ll activation. 

But over expression of IFN-gamma and synthetase enzyme will 
increase firstly MHC class l then will be followed by activating 
IFN-beta synthesis (upon synthase function) then followed 
by MHC class ll productions which will activate SIRPα1 and 
TLR4 productions which will promote anti-inflammatory growth 
respectively. Where, IFN-gamma and programmed death-1 (PD-1) 
expression are fully connected to and regulated by pyrimidines 
kinases in order to activate both MHC-class-I followed by MHC 
class II (upon synthase function) followed by PD-L1 production 
(upon synthase and phospholipase function respectively ) then 
followed by SIRPα1, and TLR4 productions (upon phospholipase 
functions) which also mediated by Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A 
productions too for adopting the previous MHC class I and MHC-
II bio-functional Pathway and at the same time protect heart 
functions. That, it has been reported that the interferon-gamma-
JAK1/JAK2-STAT1/STAT2/STAT3-IRF1 axis primarily regulates 
PD-L1 expression [38].
 
Actually JAK1/JAK2-STAT1/STAT2/STAT3-IRF1 axis stimulate 
and promote firstly the DCs function to activate IFN-Gamma 
synthesis and MHC class I synthesis (upon synthetase functions) 
which will activate IFN-beta (upon synthase function) followed 
by MHC class ll production within cells followed by SIRPα1 and 
TLR4 synthesis (upon phospholipase functions ) necessary for 
anti-inflammatory growth. 
Where PD-1 can ( in availability of proper cellular activities) 
stimulate T-cells mediated by synthetase followed by synthase 
function for MHC II synthesis from MHC class l which 
followed by activating PD-L1, SIRPα1, and TLR4 synthesis 
upon phospholipase functions “respectively” for running anti-
inflammatory growth.
 
And it has been reported that: Interferon-α Up-Regulates the 
Expression of PD-L1 Molecules on Immune Cells through STAT3 
and p38 Signaling [39]. So the IFNs synthesis are regulated firstly by 
Ser /Thr phosphorylation and by JAK signaling that are having wide 
functions for activating anti-inflammatory processes including anti-
inflammatory growth, but we’ve to don’t neglect that the roles of IFNs 
are basically regulated by thymine kinases which produced from Ser 
phosphorylation in mTOR pathway followed by cytosine kinases 
(protein kinases C) for fully completing and protecting the IFNs 
proper synthesis and functions and protecting immune and central 
nerve cells from disorder diseases and from autoimmune diseases 
that will be discussed later. The IFN-alpha are produced upon the 
effect of Phospholipase on IFN-beta followed by TLR4 functions 
and mediated by Ang2-AT2 synthesis and VEGF-A productions 
which necessary for anti-inflammatory growth (mainly regulated 
by Glucocorticoids-beta), where in case of inhibition in OPA1 
synthase and phospholipase functions will lead to accumulation 
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of inflammatory molecules (including cholesterol and G-protein) 
which have high affinity to bind to K salts which lead to toxicity 
in heart layers and in Central nerve cells that can be main reason 
for tumor cancer and can induce cells death due to increasing in 
PD-1 with inhibition in PD-L1 synthesis. Actually , the IFN-gamma 
synthesis started by the effects of Cox2 on inflammatory sources 
followed by cytokine kinases production for IL2 synthesis upon 
synthetase functions followed by synthase for glucocorticoid-beta 
and IFN-beta productions which followed by phospholipase effect 
for producing PD-L1 synthesis which promote the progression of 
ovarian cancers [40].

Glucocorticoids Are the Basis for Upregulating Leukotriene 
B-4 Receptor-1 for Interferons Expression and T-Cells 
Differentiation
Pro-inflammatory molecules produced upon Cox enzymes effects 
on inflammatory sources followed by ATPase and GTPase 
(regulated by S6K synthesis from Ser/Thr phosphorylation 
pathway) for producing pro-inflammatory cytokines which will 
be Subject to the influences of mitochondria OPA1 membrane 
functional effects for producing firstly IL2 (fatty Acyl-COA-
gamma) upon synthetase functions followed by synthase effect 
for improving the IL2 for producing IL8, IL17 and IL23 (but not 
IL30 and not IL40 which are not recognized by IL2 family and 
they are the signs of autoimmune disorders that will discussed 
later) which will be improved for activating GCs-beta and FN-
beta synthesis respectively then followed by phospholipase effects 
for Acyl-COA-alpha productions respectively for running the 
adopted proliferation and anti-inflammatory growth mediated by 
Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A productions regulated by ACE functions.

Where, the effects of ATPase and Cox2 on inflammatory source 
will produce long fatty chains and degraded molecules which will 
be subject to the influences of synthetase effects for producing 
Acyl-COA-gamma which will be the basis of Interleukin-2 
production by DCs. That it has been reported that:
Interleukin-2 (IL-2) stimulates the induction of this gene expression 
and Met synthetase activity in G1 lymphoblasts, in part by an 
increase in the transcription rate of the gene [41]. 

So OPA1 synthetase effects mediate Interleukin-2 synthesis by 
Dendritic cells “DCs” function followed by synthase function 
for producing Acyl-COA-beta “IL8” and more in IL-beta family 
eg IL23 (but not IL30 and IL40 which are not recognized by IL2 
and by IL23 family). But note the necessity of the availability 
of Methionine (ATG) in both GCs-beta and in IFN-beta are so 
required for reactivating Met-pentapeptides and Leu-pentapeptides 
in the brain enkephalin tissue for activating full brain function that 
deficiency in those two amino acids with deficiency in proline and 
Tyr can be the reason for enhancing brain cancer. 

The Unsaturated fatty acids {arachidonic acid (AA)} are necessary 
for accelerate the activity of OPA1 functions for activating DCs 
functions for producing Interleukin-2 (mediated by Leukotriene 
B4 production) which will be modified by synthase for activating 
interferon-beta (IFN-beta) productions which accelerate anti-
inflammatory processes and growth mediated by GCs-beta 
synthesis which accelerate both Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A 
productions upon B-arrestins and ACE functions which adopt 
and filter glycoprotein and glycopeptides percentages for running 
angiotensin active pathway. That, arachidonic acid (AA) is a 
strong activator to OPA1 synthase enzymes (regulated by 
pyrimidine kinases) that accelerate the effects of OPA1 synthase on 
inflammatory molecules for producing Leukotriene B4 which can 

reactivate CDs for adopt the IL2 synthesis which upon synthase 
will be improved to Acyl-COA-beta synthesis (for IL8> IL23 
synthesis ) which will promote GCs-beta and IFN-beta synthesis 
respectively followed by promoting angiogenesis for both Ang2-
AT2 and VEGF-A productions (mediated by B-arrestins synthesis 
and ACE functions), where VEGF-A are necessary for adopting 
anti-inflammatory growth and T-cells activation mediated by 
MHC ll productions and followed by SIRPα1, PD-L1 and TLR4 
production for running the adopted proliferations through anti-
inflammatory growth pathways. The Leukotriene B4 are produced 
from arachidonic acid (AA) augments interleukin-2 receptor-beta 
(IL-2R beta) expression. That, Leukotriene B4 (LTB4) is a potent 
lipid inflammatory mediator which induces IL-2 and interferon-
gamma (IFN-gamma) production [42]. 

But, Glucocorticoids up-regulate leukotriene B-4 receptor-1 
expression during neutrophilic differentiation of HL-60 cells 
[43]. So, glucocorticoids are the basic source for upregulating 
the leukotriene B-4 receptor-1 for the Interferon-gamma and IFN-
beta expression productions. And in clear the glucocorticoid-bets 
synthesis are the main basis for adopting and regulating IFN-
beta productions for ensuring the adoption of B-cell and T-cells 
functions. And, glucocorticoids-beta are the active regulator for 
leukotriene B-4 receptor for IFN-beta production upon synthase 
function for treating Kaposi’s Sarcoma which is a type of cancer 
that forms in the lining of blood and lymph vessels.

Where, Arachidonic Acid “AA” Derive Lipid Mediators 
Influence Kaposi’s Sarcoma [44]. And also, AA can appear as 
anti-inflammatory effects due to its regulations to accelerate 
glucocorticoid-beta expression for accelerating both Interferons 
production and mineralocorticoid (which prevent cytotoxicity) 
for activating B-arrestins productions which activate ACE for 
Ang2-AT2 followed by VEGF-A synthesis which necessary for 
running anti-inflammatory growth. That it has been reported that: 
Arachidonic acid (AA) has potent anti-inflammatory actions and 
prevents the cytotoxic actions of alloxan and streptozotocin (STZ) 
against pancreatic β [45].
 
So AA has strong roles in accelerating the synthase function for 
GCs-beta synthesis mediated by the productions of IL2 (acyl-CoA 
gamma) which accelerate Leukotriene B4 (LTB4) Productions 
for promoting Interferon-beta that cooperate in the running anti-
inflammatory processes, while at the same time GCs-beta activate 
T-cells differentiation and astrocytes functions through activating 
angiogenesis by producing Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A which 
necessary for activating anti-inflammatory growth (regulated by 
B-arrestins synthesis which activate ACE). 

Osteoarthritis “OA” is characterized by a sharp expression 
in Gamma-Phospholipase C-1 “PLCγ1”, with decreasing “or 
inhibition” in PLCγ2 “PLC beta” productions (means inhibition 
in pyrimidine kinases followed by inhibition in synthase and 
followed by inhibition in both GCs-beta and IFN-beta respectively) 
which can reflect increasing in DCs activities without improving 
to their IL2 productions (where IL2 supposed to be subject to 
the influences of synthase effect for IL8… IL23 productions). 
It’s mportant to note that the increasing and accumulation in 
inflammatory molecules including cholesterol in Osteoarthritis 
“OA” can be considered as due to deficiency or inhibition in 
glucocorticoids-beta synthesis where GCs synthesis depends on 
the cholesterol and GPCRs as a main activator for its synthesis 
regulated by OPA1 synthase function, that later in this study will 
be discussed clearly. 
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That glucocorticoids beta has strong role in recruitment of 
leucocytes to the inflammatory sites throughout regulating LTB4 
(regulated by GCs-beta) and its receptors. That it has been reported 
that LTB4 and its receptors play a critical role in the recruitment 
of leucocytes to the inflammatory sites [46]. 

That In normal cases the CD14 Induces a Syk/PLCγ2-Dependent 
Endocytosis Pathway that Promotes the Internalization of TLR4 
[47].
 
That cd14 productions mediated by Leukotriene B4 (LTB4) 
which regulated by GCs-beta for activating astrocytes (through 
activating angiotensin pathway for VEGF-A productions) and 
for activating PLCγ2 productions (mediated by synthase effect 
for IFNs-beta synthesis) for normal bone growth and for T-cells 
differentiation. And, PKC-alpha activation by arachidonic acid, 
involving a sequential model of activation in which an increase 
in intracytosolic Ca(2+) leads to the interaction of arachidonic 
acid with the Ca(2+)-binding région [48]. 

And, PKCα regulates ERα activity in osteoblast-like cells and 
inhibits Wnt/β-catenin signaling [49]. 

So the role of GCs-beta are widely increased to activate estrogen 
receptors-a (ERα) in osteoblast-like cells (that estrogen necessary 
for B-arrestin synthesis by GCs-beta) through PKC-alpha activation 
by arachidonic acids (where GCs-beta activate arachidonic acids 
function. So, in brief the pyrimidine kinases adopt & promote > 
Glucocorticoids-beta > upregulating leukotriene B-4 receptor-1 
(include PKCa in its composition) > IFN-beta production upon 
synthase, and the PKCa promote ( through GCs-beta and IFN-beta) 
>PLCγ2 productions> bone growth. Where, deficiency in one of 
the two pyrimidine kinases will be result of mutation in estrogen 
followed by mutation and down regulation in GCs-beta and in 
leukotriene B-4 followed by mutated PLCγ2 and accumulation 
in mutated PLCγ1 that can improve to bone cancer. 

Also its important to note that Ser/Thr phosphorylation pathway 
are labeling the structure and the activités of Wnt/B-catenin 
pathway that inhibition in one of the two kinases produced from 
Ser/Thr phosphorylation will alter the Wnt/B-catenin cellular 
pathway to produce mutated pathogenic pathway. 
Where , Protein kinase D (PKD) is a member of the Ca(2+)/
calmodulin-dependent kinase superfamily of serine/threonine 
kinases and has been described as the crossroads for the bone 
morphogenetic protein (BMP)-IGF-I signaling axis . That it has 
been reported that: PKD1 action contributes to the regulation of 
osteoblast genesis [50].
 
So protein kinases (both purines and pyrimidine kinases) contribute, 
and regulate DCs, GCs, IFNs, and PLCs functional pathways. 
Where it has been reported that the activation of Protein Kinase A 
in Mature Osteoblasts Promotes a Major Bone Anabolic Response 
[51]. The activation of Protein Kinase A in Mature Osteoblast can 
be done through glucocorticoids-beta activities which regulate 
Leukotriene B4 Receptors (LTB4) expression that can activate 
PLCγ2 productions (Upton synthase and phospholipase functions) 
and promote bone growth. 

So in conclusion the pyrimidine kinases are firstly regulated by Ser 
phosphorylation pathway (while purines kinases produced by Thr 
phosphorylation through mTOR  pathway) for producing the both 
types of pyrimidine kinases (thymine and cytosine kinases “PKC”) 
which are so necessary for regulating glucocorticoids synthesis 

(which regulated and activated by G-protein and GPCRs) and 
regulating cellular activities including IFN-beta which necessary 
for running anti-inflammatory processes, where inhibition of 
one of those kinases will lead to inhibition or mutation in their 
own pathways that will be result of running mutated pathogenic 
pathway that can cause cancer, autoimmune disorders, and some 
other diseases. 

Serine Phosphorylation Necessary for Pyrimidine Kinases 
Synthesis Which Promote Inflammatory Cytokines and Il2 
Proper Synthesis
The estradiol gamma regulated by pyrimidine kinases (thymine and 
cytosine kinases) is the primary structure of IL2 and considered 
as the step of binding cytokines kinases with cholesterol for 
producing estrogen and IL2 upon synthetase functions in RORs 
pathway followed by synthase effect for producing estradiol-beta 
followed by estrogen production and ROR beta systems which 
responsible for reactivating GCs-beta and IFN-beta productions.
 
The mutation in cytokines kinases or inhibition in thymine kinases 
“TK” can induce mutated B-estradiol synthesis and can cause 
inhibition or mutation in estrogen followed by mutation in GCs-
beta and in IFN-beta that can be results of availability of PKC 
without thymine in both GCs and in IFNs that will cause Diffuse 
large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and can be associated with 
mutation in IL2 which can accumulated and can induce IL30 and 
IL40 which characterized autoimmune disorders. The Diffuse 
large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) are characterized histologically 
by sheets of large transformed B, and show accumulation in 
PKC which can show as accumulation of their diagnostic levels 
because PKC have been mutated and loos their functions due to 
deficiency in TK (that pyrimidine necessary for regulating and 
protecting purines functions within genes molecules) where TK 
and PKC together in their proper composition are necessary for 
building beta estradiol molecules followed by proper building the 
IL2 then followed by proper producing both GCs-beta and IFN-
beta followed by IFN-alpha synthesis and VEGF-A productions 
(which promoted by Ang2-AT2 productions by ACE functions) 
for anti-inflammatory growth.
 
It has been concluded and reported that: sex steroids modulate the 
production of B-lineage cells by influencing the differentiation, 
proliferation, and survival of early B-cell precursors [52]. And, 
17β-Estradiol enhances the activation of IFN-α signaling in B 
cells [53]. 

And, in other study concluded that Receptors estrogen promotes 
B cell [54]. So, Ser/Thr phosphorylation pathway are labeling 
the structure and the activités of Wnt/B-catenin pathway through 
pyrimidine and purines kinases production which directly promotes 
the β estradiol productions which directly promote glucocorticoid-
beta which influences B lymphocyte in stromal cell. That it has 
been reported that: 17-β estradiol directly influences B lymphocyte 
precursors in stromal cell [55].
 
Also, Estradiol (E2) treated mice express high-affinity, unmutated 
anti-DNA antibodies, indicating that naïve B cells that are normally 
deleted or anergized are rescued from tolerance induction [56]. 
And, it has been reported that Interferon-γ levels are upregulated 
by 17-β-estradiol and diethylstilbestrol [57]. Also, 17β-estradiol 
participates in the induction of influences interferon genes 
and pathways, that, Further studies revealed that 17β-estradiol 
significantly increased the percentage of CD3+CD69+ and 
CD3+IFNγ+ T cells [58].
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So, it is clear that pyrimidines kinases (thymine kinases “TK” 
and cytosine kinases “PKC”) are the basic regulator for estrogen 
synthesis mediated by estradiol beta production for activating 
GCs-beta followed by IFN-beta synthesis then followed by both 
IFN-alpha and VEGF-A synthesis in the progression of anti-
inflammatory growth.
 
Inhibition in thymine kinases reflect inhibition in synthase & in 
hydrophobic domain “MerTK domain” followed by inhibition in 
estradiol-beta, then can be followed by increasing and accumulation 
in estradiol-gamma have high affinity to bind with k and Na salts 
that can cause mutation in their molecules that can produce toxicity 
and mutation in their produced mRNA that can cause mutated 
tumor growth. The accumulation of mutated estradiol gamma 
can produce mutated primary structure of IL2 which will lead to 
the IL30 and IL40 productions which characterized autoimmune 
disorder diseases and can be associated with accumulated 
cholesterol too which can lead to increasing in oxygen rich carbon 
molecules and in oligomycin that can promise high binding affinity 
and stability with k and Na salts for producing toxicity in the 
tissues. However, despite the importance of pyrimidine kinases 
(TK and CK) in estrogen synthesis and then in the formation 
of B-arrestins, the importance of estrogen is not limited to the 
formation of B-arrestins only, but also includes the activations 
of anti-inflammatory growth by activating interferon pathways 
started by GCs gamma and IFN-gamma synthesis followed by 
activating both GC-beta and IFN-beta synthesis and MHC class 
II which followed by activating SIRPα1 and TLR4 mediated by 
VEGF-A functions for activating anti-inflammatory growth.
 
As estrogen synthesis (mediated by estradiol-beta or beta-
estradiol) are the main regulations for GCs and for B-arrestins 
synthesis followed by VEGF-A productions for anti-inflammatory 
growth, as beta-estradiol are necessary for both GCs-beta and 
IFN beta productions (mediated by pyrimidine kinases synthesis) 
which necessary for the adopter B-arrestins synthesis which adopt 
VEGF-A production mediated by Ang2-AT2 functions for anti-
inflammatory growth. Beta-estradiol, estrogen, GCs, and IFNs 
Biosynthesis, (mediated by B-arrestins and VEGF-A synthesis) 
are so important for improving and adopting anti-inflammatory 
growth and protect heart function. The inhibition in Beta-estradiol 
will cause reduction in heart layers activities due to reduction in 
GCs-beta and in mineralocorticoid synthesis that will reflect heart 
diseases including causing toxicity in heart layers.
 
The DCs roles are described as the axis of receiving signals in the 
form of oxidative enzymes functions such as Cox2 followed by 
phosphorylation effects by S6K and pyrimidine kinases (which 
produce by Ser phosphorylation) for cytokines kinases productions 
which stimulate DCs function for IL2 production (upon synthetase 
functions) followed by synthase oxidative function for Estrogen, 
and for both GCs-beta and IFN-beta synthesis which followed 
by activating angiogenesis functions for VEGF-A productions 
which mediated by Ang2-AT2 synthesis which promote anti-
inflammatory growth.
 
ATPase (activated by S6K production through Ser/Thr 
phosphorylation) can produce large amounts of inflammatory 
chemokines that contribute to the recruitment of DC precursors 
in inflamed tissues [59]. 

The development of immune efficiency by improving DCs functions 
through improving pro-inflammatory molecules by OPA1 proper 
functions will lead to safer prevention from autoimmune disorders 
where DCs has strong roles for improvements glucocorticoid-

beta and interferon-beta production respectivily upon synthase 
function followed by VEGF-A productions (which mediated 
by B-arrestins for stimulating the ACE for both Ang2-AT2 and 
VEGF-A synthesis. Where the most essential step for activating 
DCs function is the availability of glutamine which important for 
Proline synthesis and necessary for amino acids synthesis which 
will be involved in IL2 molecules production, where Glu and Pro 
systems regulated by Ser Thr phosphorylation and by synthetase 
functions (which has the function of pyrimidine synthesis).
 
Interleukin-2 produced by dendritic cells and has the roles of 
activating firstly B-estradiol followed by GCs-beta and IFN-beta 
synthesis then followed by Rac1 production (in other pathway) 
which promote Plcγ2 Synthesis which necessary for bone growth 
through activating anti-inflammatory growth mediated by PLC-
alpha productions. The anti-inflammatory growth are mainly 
mediated by activating angiogenesis for producing Ang2-AT2 
which firstly adopted by ACE functions (which stimulated by 
B-arrestins) which then followed by VEGF-A synthesis for 
adopting vascular functions and anti-inflammatory growth.
 
Also, inhibition or mutation in the Interleukin-2 production by 
dendritic cells (which basically regulated by pyrimidine kinases) 
will reflect Inhibition or mutation in both glucocorticoid-beta and 
IFN-beta followed by reduction in PLCγ2 and in ca+ transport that 
will be the result of increasing in the CTGF activities in stead of in 
VEGF-A activity (regulated by Ang2-AT2 productions) that will 
be the result of running mutated tumor growth (in stead of normal 
anti-inflammatory growth) and will be the result of the IL30 and 
IL40 which reflect running Pathogenic pathways in vivo. Some 
patients with osteoporosis and arthritis are having the risk of bone 
cancer in the joints due to inhibition or mutation in MerTK domain 
(due to reduction in pyrimidine kinases synthesis) associated with 
increasing in TYRO3 domain, that arthritis, osteoporosis, or injury 
associated with inhibition or mutation in angiotensin pathway 
with increasing in CTGF activities for irregular growth processes.
 
The deficiency in MerTK domestic with increasing in TYRO3 
will inhibit or will decrease DCs function followed by decreasing 
in both GCs-beta and IFN-beta followed by decreasing in PLCγ2 
activities with increasing and accumulation in mutated PLCγ1 
production (that carry pro-inflammatory characters) which can 
lead to osteoporosis and arthritis and can lead to increasing in 
the risk of other tumor cancer such as leukemia.
 
That it has been reported that: IL-2 contributed to an increased 
susceptibility to cancer [60]. That as I mentioned mutation in IL2 
due to deficiency in pyrimidine kinases with availability of purines 
can increase tumor growth through activating CTGF functions. 
But in proper IL2 protection by DCs, the powerful action of IL2 
compound has the ability to induce a pro-inflammatory reaction 
and a tumor influx of lymphocytes together with an IFN-γ response 
and NK and/or T cell Responses [61].
 
So in brief, the inhibition in pyrimidine kinases can reflect 
mutation in IL2 and reflects inhibitiin MerTK productions and 
accumulation to GPCRs with accumulation to cholesterol too that 
can cause accumulation to the mutated IL2 which will be improved 
to other irregular mutated molecules such as IL30 or IL40 which 
characterized the autoimmune disorders diseases.
 
The Oxidations by Cox2 and by ATPase on inflammatory sources in 
order to create the largest amount of oxygen Rapture with analyzing 
inflammatory sources followed by producing both pyrimidine and 
purines kinases by Ser Thr phosphorylation pathway (and mediated 
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by pyrimidine nucleotides synthesis upon synthetase functions) 
then followed by activating IL2 productions (where IL2 can be 
stimulated and activated by Acyl-COA-gamma productions which 
important for GCs-gamma and for IFN-gamma synthesis) followed 
by Acyl-COA-beta production upon synthase function which 
activate both glucocorticoid-beta and interferon-beta productions 
respectively . Where the accumulation in cholesterol with long 
fatty chains which produced due to reductions in OPA1 function 
and due to deficiency in some necessary amino acids such as 
Proline can be the result of the accumulation of cholesterol and 
the formation of IL2 mutation and can form more mutations 
such as IL30 and IL40 production. Also the GTPase ( which has 
important roles in activating OPA1 repairs ) has a necessary roles in 
activating DCs function and support IL2 synthesis through the role 
of GTPase in activating synthetase, synthase, and phospholipase 
functions that synthetase will promote the producing IL2 followed 
by beta subunits Acyl-COA-beta ( IL23 ) production upon synthase 
function which promote glucocorticoid-beta and interferon-beta 
productions followed by Rac1 productions (in another pathways) 
PLCγ2 synthesis followed by PLC-alpha for bone growth.
 
The proper IFN-α/β synthesis has the direct and indirect effects 
in regulating the development of T-cell effector responses and its 
role in promoting T-cell memory IFN-α/β among other cytokines 
is considered an important ‘third signal’ that shapes the effector 
and memory T-cell pool [62]. And, pyrimidines kinases are so 
necessary roles for activating Rac1 functions, where, The p21-
Activated kinase 1 (PAK1) ( a member of serine-threonine kinases 
family ) plays a role in the regulation of autophagy via direct or 
indirect mechanism [63]. 

And the T lymphocytes (that regulated by pyrimidine kinases) 
originate from haematopoietic stem cells within the bone marrow 
that activated by PLCγ2 synthesis. That PLCγ2 participates in 
TCR signal transduction and plays a role in T-cell selection [64]. 
So Rac1 which basically regulated by pyrimidine kinases (PAK1) 
has the regulation roles in promoting PLCγ2 Synthesis that hse 
an important role in Participating in TCR signal transduction 
and in T-cell selection. Lymphocyte is a type of white blood 
cell (leukocyte) in the immune system are firstly improved by 
Interleukin-2 production which improved by synthase enzymes 
functions for activating GCs-beta followed by IFN-beta 
productions respectively that improve “leucocytes” lemphocyte 
anti-inflammatory functions.

The DCs functions represent the interface between the universe 
of foreign and tissue-specific antigens and T lymphocytes that 
have the roles of function in the regulation of anti-inflammatory 
processes mediated by B-estradiol, GCs-beta, and IFN-beta 
synthesis respectively that mutation in IL2 productions will reflect 
running mutated GCs and IFNs that will effect on T lymphocyte 
synthesis for irregular composition and activities which will cause 
decreasing in anti-inflammatory processes.

That Dendritic cells (DCs) are known to be for professional 
antigen-presenting cells (APC), as these cells are capable of 
presenting processed peptides from various antigens, initiating 
and modulating the adaptive immune response by activating 
both T and B lymphocytes.and mediated by glucocorticoids and 
interferons synthesis respectively followed by Ang2-AT2 and 
VEGF-A productions. 

That it has been reported that: TCR-γδ cells activated by the 
synthetic phosphoantigen bromohydrin Pyro phosphate (promoted 
by ATPase activities ) induce the production of IL-12 by DC, an 

effect involving IFN-γ production [65].
 
That phospho-membrane which regulated by glucocorticoids 
productions (from GPCRs upon synthase function and mediated by 
B-estradiol synthesis which regulated by py kinases) are regulating 
T-cells through GCs-beta functions followed by IFN-beta 
productions and activating the angiotensin pathway for producing 
Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A for promoting anti-inflammatory growth. 

And it has been reported that: DCs able to kill tumor cells have 
also been described in rat models [66]. 

So through previous pathway for producing GCs-beta and IFN-
beta for activating both T-cells and B-cells the DCs can considered 
as the main tools for improving anti-inflammatory processes. 
That firstly DCs stimulated and promoted by Cox2 and ATPase 
oxidations which followed directly by synthetase functions for 
Interleukin-2 production which can analyze inflammatory tumor 
contents for producing glucocorticoid-beta and IFN-beta upon 
synthase function (mediated by IL8, IL23 productions) followed 
by activating and MHC ll products then followed by SIRPα1 
and TLR4 productions for anti-inflammatory growth mediated 
by VEGF-A productions. As PLCγ1 can form complex with 
NDRG1 for PLCγ2 synthesis upon synthase function which can 
activate IFN-beta and GCs-beta productions in where each can 
run own pathway for activating anti-inflammatory growth . That 
it has been reported that : NDRG1 can form a complex, that the 
inhibition of PLCγ1 dramatically suppressed VEGF-A-induced 
angiogenesis [67].

Mutation in Cytokine Kinases Will Be Result of Mutation in 
both Estrogen and Glucocorticoids and Can Be Result of Bone 
Cancer (With Decreasing In Thio-Transferase) 
Both glucocorticoids and Rac1 are basically Regulated by, 
S6K, and by pyrimidine kinases (thymine kinases and cytosine 
kinases (PKC) production, where S6K synthesis with pyrimidine 
are involved in Rac1 synthesis, that Rac1 has the function of 
contributing the PLCs synthesis upon thiotransferase enzymes 
functions for rebuilding bones growth through activating anti-anti-
inflammatory growth , where inhibition in one of previous kinases 
will effect on the followed cellular pathways that can lead to 
mutations followed by tumor growth and cancers. KPNA2 (which 
have the glutamatergic effect necessary for Proline synthesis from 
glutamate that prevents the accumulation of glutamate and protect 
the availability of Proline synthesis. 

That it has been reported that PLCγ2 dysfunction is associated 
with a variety of diseases including cancer, and PLCγ2-associated 
antibody deficiency and immune dysregulation, in some cases 
with autoinflammation [68]. That as there are dysregulation in 
PLCγ2 associated with pro-inflammation as indicated there are 
dysregulation in estrogen and in GCs synthesis which can be the 
result of accumulation of cholesterol and in pro-inflammation, 
which need to be functioned by effort of synthase for Rac1 GCs, 
and IFNs synthesis. 

And, it has proven that to inhibit RANKL-mediated 
osteoclastogenesis via modulating PLCγ signaling pathways  
so the modulating PLCγ1 by activating Plcγ2 production by 
synthase effect via GCs-beta and IFN-beta proper expression will 
functioned RANKL-mediated osteoclastogenesis to be enrolled 
in PLCγ2 synthesis followed by anti-inflammatory growth which 
represented in bone growth [69].
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That the PLCs signaling can improved by Rac1 to activate 
firstly PLCγ1 followed by PLCγ2 productions (mediated by 
Thio-transferase enzyme function) then followed by PLC-alpha 
synthesis mediated by VEGF-A, where PLCs are so important 
signaling that can improve immune effectiveness and anti-
inflammatory growth.

Also, Ang2-AT2 synthesis (mediated by GCs-beta and B-arrestins 
synthesis “ARRB1”) can activate PLCγ2 , where GCs-beta are 
necessary for improving heart function and pulses (regulated 
by pyrimidine kinases synthesis) and necessary for improving 
VEGF-A productions which necessary for adopting anti-
inflammatory growth for both heart and bones growth, and 
important for adopting mineralocorticoid synthesis and functions 
for get rid of Na and K salts and protect heart and all immune 
from hyper Molecular toxicity that can be the main reason for 
pathogenic cases. That, ARRB1 also regulates self-renewal in 
the cancer stem cell population in B-lineage acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (B-ALL), which predominantly affects B cell. And many 
cancers are driven from CSCs and both ARRB1 and ARRB2 were 
shown to be crucial in regulating CSC self-renewal [70].
 
And some studies have attempted to identify the cell type/cellular 
compartment involved in β-arrestin-mediated inflammatory 
regulation [71]. While, GCs regulate B-arrestins synthesis and 
redricte GPCRs signaling [72]. So the conclusion of previous 
studies : the glucocorticoids which are the basic regulator for 
B-arrestins expression are now considered as the basic regulator 
for anti-inflammatory processes that are crucial in regulating CSC 
self-renewal and mediate anti-inflammatory processes as effective 
for adopting self-renewal in stem cell population.

Notice that GPCRs and glutamate are necessary for glucocorticoids 
productions that as I mentioned the GCs synthesis reflect adjustment 
to GPCRs percentages that while the B-arrestins promoted and 
regulated by both glucocorticoid-beta and Estrogen productions 
for running its role of anti-inflammatory growth includes self-
renewal in the cancer stem cell populations. Estrogen plays an 
important role in the growth and maturation by its stimulation and 
regulation to GCs-beta synthesis which stimulate and activate both 
B-arrestins and both Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A (regulated by ACE) 
synthesis for modulating anti-inflammatory growth.
 
That, Estrogen regulates the expression of IL-6 in bone marrow 
cells by a so far unknown mechanism [73]. Estrogen promote 
the B-arrestins production which will adopt and activate the 
self-renewal in T-cells population which will reactivate DCs 
(Via feedback) for producing IL2 which upon synthase will 
promote IL6, IL8 and IL23 productions which will reactivate 
the Glucocorticoid-beta synthesis for readopt and prevent 
GPCRs accumulations. Inhibition in estrogen reflect increasing 
in cholesterol and consequently in inflammations and inhibition in 
both glucocorticoids and in synthase, and will lead to increasing in 
irregular TNFα activities via Activating CTGF functions .Where, 
TNFα promoted an up to 2 folds increase in cellular cholesterol, 
which was resistant to ACAT inhibition [74].
 
But estrogen synthesis reflect GCs-beta and IFN-beta synthesis 
respectively followed by B-arrestins synthesis and Ang2-AT2 and 
VEGF-A synthesis which are the basis for running and adopting 
anti-inflammatory growth and protect the heart layers functions 
from accumulated cholesterol and GPCRs. 

The inhibition in estrogen synthesis reflect Inhibition in 
glucocorticoids - beta synthesis (and inhibition in glutamine and 

in Proline associated with decreasing in amino acids synthesis) 
followed by inhibition in Interferons-beta synthesis and associated 
with increasing in cholesterol and in inflammations that will show 
increasing in TNF-a activities via increasing in CTGF functions. 
That, Deregulation of ER is involved in tumorigenesis in multiple 
organ sites [75].
 
And in conclusion the Dysregulation in estrogen receptor (ER) 
productions are associated with accumulation of cholesterol and 
Gamma-estradiol and can be associated with IL30 or IL40 (due 
inhibition in B-estradiol) can consider as the main reasons for 
tumorigenesis. 

And it is so imp to note that, Inhibition of the Rho GTPase, Rac1, 
decreases estrogen receptor levels [76].
That previous study concluded that decreasing in S6K reflects 
decreasing in GTPase (which imp for OPA1 repairs for activating 
OPA1 function ) that will associated with the decreasing in Rac1 
which depend on S6K (that can reflect decreasing in B-estradiol 
due decreasing in OPA1 synthase) that will reflect decreasing in 
both B-estradiol and Estrogen productions (which promoted by 
cholesterol as a substrate for its Biosynthesis) that will reflect 
decreasing in glucocorticoids productions which can reflect 
accumulations in cholesterol and in GPCRs (that can be the basis 
for increasing in left vertical size associated with decreasing in 
mineralocorticoid synthesis which associated with high binding 
affinity to K and Na that will be results of toxicities and followed 
by tumor cancer growth).
 
Also, the Loss of PLCγ2 led to broad changes in expression of 
several macrophage surface markers and phenotype, including 
reduced phagocytic activity and survival, while pluripotent stem 
cell LPS-induced secretion of the inflammatory cytokines TNFα 
and IL-6 was unaffected [77]. 

Glutamine Necessary for Proline Synthesis and Necessary for 
Protection from Psoriatic Arthritis (Psa) and Cancer through 
Glucocorticoids Synthesis 
Glutamine as we mentioned are necessary for proper IL2 
productions (which regulated by Ser/Thr phosphorylation 
functions) followed by glucocorticoids synthesis followed 
by Interferons productions for activating T-cells, B-cells and 
macrophages functions and at the same time are protecting heart 
functions through activating Ang2-AT2 synthesis followed by 
VEGF-A productions for anti-inflammatory growth. 

Rac1 GTPase Promotes Interaction of Hematopoietic Stem/
Progenitor Cell with Niche and Participates in Leukemia Initiation 
and Maintenance Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is an inflammatory joint 
disease characterized by extensive bone resorption [78]. 

Pro-inflammatory cytokines which produced in inflamed joints 
(which firstly formed upon the Cox2 effects on inflammatory 
sources “signals”) that generated and released from bone marrow 
due to deficiency in glutamine followed by deficiency in Proline 
then followed by deficiency in pyrimidine kinases production and 
in hoth Glucocorticoids-beta and IFN-beta synthesis.

The accumulation of Pro-inflammatory cytokines are due to 
inhibition in glutamine followed by inhibition in Proline (which 
is imp for hydrophobic amino acids synthesis) then followed by 
inhibition in hydrophobic acids synthesis (including inhibition in 
tyrosine kinases synthesis) then followed by inhibition or deficiency 
in OPA1 enzymes then followed by inhibition or mutation in IL2 
which produced upon synthetase effects on cytokines kinases ( on 
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the pro-inflammatory cytokines) followed by decreasing in GCs-beta 
synthesis and associated with accumulation in pro-inflammation with 
accumulation in cholesterol and then will be the result of decreasing 
or inhibition in PLCγ2 production regulated by Rac1 functions. 

Inhibition in glutamine will lead to accumulation in pro-
inflammatory oxidized molecules which produced by Cox2 
oxidative functions due to inhibition in hydrophobic acids 
synthesis including Tyr which necessary for activating synthase 
enzymes. Where endogenous proline is synthesized mainly 
from glutamine and can play an important role in cell signaling 
throughout promoting pyrimidine kinases synthesis followed by 
proper IL2 productions then followed by GCs-beta and IFN-beta 
productions which activate the adopted anti-inflammatory growth 
and processes . Where inhibition in glutamine will be result of 
accumulation of oxygen species with inhibition in Proline synthesis 
in vivo which is so important for promoting Rac1 functions that 
will lead to mutation and dysfunction in Rac1 activities. That, 
Glutamine to proline conversion is associated with response to 
glutaminase inhibition in breast cancer [79].

And, Proline oxidase, the first enzyme in proline catabolism, 
is a mitochondrial tumor suppressor that inhibits proliferation 
and induces apoptosis [80]. So, proline is a mitochondrial tumor 
suppressor through promoting Tyr, Leu, Ser, Thr… etc synthesis 
which activate firstly both kinases followed by IL2 productions 
and both GCs-beta (which activate B-cells functions and promote 
angiotensin pathway for VEGF-A productions which activate 
adopted anti-inflammatory growth) and IFN-beta productions 
which accelerate anti-inflammatory processes, that finally improve 
the mitochondrial membrane repair for accelerating OPA1 enzymes 
proper functions. And, the glutamine–proline regulatory axis plays 
an important role in the aggressive subclass of luminal BC and is 
therefore a potential therapeutic target [81].
 
And, the asparaginase has been approved for treating acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia. Targeting glutamine and arginine 
starvations are in various stages of clinical trials, and targeting 
proline starvation is in preclinical development [82]. And, Glutamine 
Is Essential for Stemness of Bone Marrow Mesenchymal Stem 
Cells and Bone Homeostasis [83]. And also, glutamine-derived 
glutathione prevents accumulation of reactive oxygen species 
and thereby safeguards cell viability [84]. So, now it is clear that 
inhibition in glutamine will positively lead to accumulation in the 
pro-inflammation (which produced by Cox2 functions ) > that will 
be the main reasons for Psoriatic arthritis(PsA), and bone cancer. 
It’s clear also to note that Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) associated 
with liver fibrosis because Glu is necessary for Leu synthesis 
and migration that: Glu “GAG, GAA” > Leu “CTC, CTT” (upon 
translations processes), where Leu is so necessary for sestrin 
synthesis and functions, that the reductions in Glu will reflect 
reduction in Leu which is necessary for live and brain functions. 

Glutamine has the function of improving pro-inflammation 
which due to Cox2 functions for activating Proline synthesis 
and activating OPA1 synthetase for producing IL2 which activate 
IL8 and IL23 productions (upon synthase function) for both GCs-
beta and IFN-beta productions followed by promoting MHC ll 
synthesis then followed by SIRPα1 and TLR4 synthesis mediated 
by VEGF-A synthesis for adopting anti-inflammatory growth. 

Where , the Glucocorticoid deficiency causes transcriptional and 
post-transcriptional reprogramming of glutamine metabolism 
[85]. So the necessity of Glu is enrolled for glucocorticoids 
synthesis that the GCs synthesis can adopt the Glu percentages, 

and decrease the cholesterol G-protein in blood (where G-protein 
and cholesterol promote glucocorticoids synthesis) and also the 
necessity of the Glu is enrolled in promoting Leu synthesis and 
migrations upon translation for activating brain function through 
activating Leu pentapeptides in enkephalin tissue. 

The Role of Serotonin in Activating T-Cells, And Promoting 
Ang2-AT2 for VEGF-A for Protecting Heart Function Anti-
Inflammatory Growth
5-HT-stimulated ERK1/2 phosphorylation in this cellular 
background requires phospholipase D, protein kinase C, and 
activation of the Raf/MEK/ERK module [86]. The actions of 
5-HTI-like receptors may include inhibition of release and smooth 
muscle contraction. That serotonin looks as depending on the the 
availability of Leu, Tyr Gly, Ser, tryptophan, Glu, Asp, & Thr 
which are important for activating brain enkephalin tissue through 
activating Leu and methionine-pentapeptides. Glucocorticoids 
play a critical role in the modulation of stress responses by 
controlling the function of the serotonin (5-HT) system.

Glucocorticoids control the excitability of DR 5-HT neurons [87]. 
And, The absence of serotonin within the brain interferes with 
the ability of the HPA axis to correctly modulate the response to 
acute stress, by altering the nuclear mechanisms of the GR [88]. 
The activation of serotonin 5-HT2C receptors, which engage 
Erk1/2 pathway via a β-arrestin-dependent mechanism, and MEK-
dependent promotes the β-arrestin phosphorylation function at 
Thr383, which is necessary step for Erk recruitment to the receptor/
β-arrestin complex [89]. And, previous studies indicate that 5-HT 
stimulated angiogenesis through activation of Akt in ECs [90]. 
And, Serotonin/5-HT1A Signaling in the Neurovascular Unit 
Regulates Endothelial CLDN5 Expression and, serotonin 5-HT 
regulates the balance of Th17/Tregs and promotes M2-polarization 
of macrophages and has a direct or indirect regulatory effect on 
traditional immunocytes such as T cells, macrophages, DC cells, 
and NK cells [91,92].
 
And the expression of 5-HT4 is markedly upregulated, and 
stimulation of 5-HT4 receptor increases myocardial contractility 
and relaxation [93]. And, Serotonin Is Associated with Coronary 
Artery Disease and Cardiac Events [94]. And it has been proven 
that glycogen when is a G-protein coupled receptor through 
synthase oxidative function will activate Glucocorticoid-beta 
synthesis (upon pyrimidine kinases regulation) which had 
the roles of regulating serotonin functions. Where Glycogen 
synthase kinase-3ß supports serotonin transporter function, that 
glycogen synthase kinase-3ß (GSK3ß) regulates Serotonin (5-HT) 
transporter (Sert) [95]. Also, serotonin (regulated by thymine 
kinases) has the role of activating mineralocorticoid indicating its 
origin synthesis regulated by glucocorticoid-beta, and indicated 
that serotonin has the same origin as B-arrestins regulated by 
glucocorticoids (or may serotonin regulated by B-arrestins), that 
serotonin having the role of protecting muscles and heart from K 
and Na binding that cause toxicity. And it has been reported that: 
5-HT modulates the synthesis of MR protein [96].
 
Now It’s clear that B-arrestins and serotonin are having almost 
same origin, almost same function, that may B-arrestins promote 
and regulate the serotonin productions , but serotonin basically 
originated from tryptophanTph1 (TGG) which originated and 
can be regulated by Ser (AGT) in blood where thymine bind with 
guanine are important for tryptophan synthesis in vivo) , that 
Tph2 responsible for serotonin synthesis in brain (the binding of 
thymine T with guanine “GG” is so necessary” to form proper 
serotonin molecule in brain upon tryptophan hydroxylase (Tph). 
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Function), that serotonin can be boosted and enhancement by 
more necessary amino acids for Enhancement its functions such 
as tryptophan (TGG), Leu “TTG“, Tyr, Gly, Ser “AGT”, and 
methionine “ATG“ for activating both Leu and Met-pentapeptides 
in enkephalin tissue in brain, .that as the thymine nucleotides 
missed In serotonin molecules (so missed in tryptophan TGG ) 
as serotonin will show mutations in its structure and functions 
but will still promote growth through its purines kinases (GG) 
which can promote tumor growth with deficiency in enkephalin 
functions that can enhance brain cancer.
 
The serotonin and serotonin receptors modulate the phenotype 
and function of various immune cells and peripheral nervous 
system. That immune cells and cancer cells also can release, and 
respond to serotonin through the contradictory roles of serotonin 
in regulating the functions of different immune cells [97]. 

That the contradictory roles of serotonin in regulate the functions 
of different immune cells are depending on the presence of thymine 
nucleotides in tryptophan (TGG) which is the sole of serotonin 
, that if thymine will disappeared ( threaded and connected with 
guanine) will effect on the direction of serotonin functional 
pathway (exact as I noted that B-arrestins function depend on 
pyrimidine kinases (TAT and TAC) [98].

So the serotonin will enhance CD8+ T cell accumulation in 
tumors and reduced tumor growth (but in deficiency in the TGG 
threatening the serotonin will enhance tumor growth) and will 
enhance the PD1 accumulation (but will not enhance PD-L1 
synthesis). Where it has been reported that the serotonin were able 
to enhance the effects of anti–PD-1 therapy to induce long-term 
tumor control in mice [99]. So in brief serotonin are dependent on 
Thymine availability (connected to guanine nucleotide) and have 
almost the same functional pathway as B-arrestins that thymine 
kinases are playing important roles in adopting both hormones 
for protecting heart functions , and for activating M2-polarization 
of macrophages and has a direct or indirect regulatory effect on 
traditional immunocytes such as T cells that can promote self-
renewal functions.

And it’s clear that serotonin playing important roles in activating 
angiotensin more similar as B-arrestins that both can activate ACE 
for Ang2-AT2 productions which activate VEGF-A synthesis in 
which necessary for anti-inflammatory growth, that serotonin 
modulate the response to acute stress by modulating the altering 
nuclear pathway and through promoting angiotensin pathway 
for Ang2-AT2 which protect heart pulses and functions and for 
VEGF-A productions for running anti-inflammatory growth.

Diffuse B-Cell Lymphoma Linked To Deficiency in Serotonin 
Which Depends on Thymine in Tryptophan TGG Diffuse large 
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) characterized by sheets of large 
transformed B cells, and decreasing or inhibition in GCs-beta 
(which necessary for regulating B-cells) and the DLBCL include 
various subsets of T cells, macrophages, mast cells. That DLBCL 
positivity linked to the deficiency in Serotonin which depends 
on the availability of thymine in tryptophan (TGG) , that both 
are depend on the availability of thymine kinases (T) production 
(promote by Ser phosphorylation) to regulate the purines kinases 
(GG) through tryptophan synthesis.
 
Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is an inflammatory joint disease also 
characterized by extensive bone resorption. 

The accumulations of Pro-inflammatory cytokines which produced 

in inflamed joints and in other cancer diseases such DLBCL is 
due to deficiency in glutamine followed by deficiency in Proline 
then followed by deficiency in both hydrophobic amino acids 
synthesis and glucocorticoids synthesis. Serotonin has necessary 
roles in activating B-cells, That the Growth-inhibition of cell 
lines derived from B cell lymphomas through antagonism of 
serotonin receptor signaling [100]. And it has been reported that 
neutrophil recruitment and T-cell activation can both be mediated 
by serotonin [101]. And, serotonin plays a fundamental role in 
arthritis through the regulation of the Th17/T-regulatory cell 
balance and osteoclastogenesis [102]. And, it has been reported 
that 5-Hydroxytryptamine drives apoptosis in biopsylike Burkitt 
lymphoma cells: reversal by selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
[103]. 

That it’s clear that deficiency in thymine kinase will inhibit 
serotonin which mediate neutrophil recruitment and T-cell 
activation. That basically the deficiency in Ser phosphorylation 
will reflect deficiency in thymine kinases production that will result 
of decreasing in serotonin and cause B-cell lymphoma cells and 
can be the result of the arthritis (PsA). Where the proper serotonin 
originated from tryptophanTph1 (TGG) and has important role 
in activating B-cell and T-cells directly and indirectly and is so 
imp for beating cancers and arthritis OPA.

The Role of Glucocorticoids in Increasing Anti-Inflammatory 
Growth Mediated By B-Arrestins Synthesis
Glucocorticoids are formed by cholesterol upon synthetase and 
synthase function for producing GCs gamma and GCs-beta 
respectively upon orphan nuclear pathway. Glucocorticoids are 
the basis of life in the development of the fetus and therefore in 
humans. It is the basis for strengthening immunity, and it is the 
first hormone formed in decisiveness at the beginning of facing 
allergic and immune problems and confronting the invasion of 
viruses and diseases. The glucocorticoids function are regulating 
the Rac1, the Interferons,the Plcγ2, Ang2-AT2, and VEGF-A 
synthesis, that also regulate the adopted anti-inflammatory growth 
(immune growth). That the necessity of GCs synthesis can be 
confined or concluded the B-arrestins synthesis which is the 
adopter protein that regulate and adopt running several cellular 
pathways according to the stimulated immune signals. That it has 
been reported that: Increase of circulating memory B cells after 
6 months of glucocorticoid treatment [104]. 

And, Glucocorticoids promote intrinsic human TH17 
differentiation (mediated by Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A synthesis, 
where angiotensin are important for adopting anti-inflammatory 
growth through promoting TH17 differentiation). That, GCs play 
imp roles in activating B-cells maturation and promote intrinsic 
human TH17 differentiation mediated by B-arrestins synthesis 
wh3is si active adopter protein nécessary for adopting B-cells 
maturation, necessary for stem cells renewal and necessary for 
protecting myocardial functions.And, B-arrestins (ARRBs) are 
implicated in regulating stem cell maintenance [105]. 

Where, ARRB1 regulates self-renewal in the cancer stem cell 
population in B-lineage acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL) 
[106]. Glucocorticoids increase the synthesis of immunoglobulin 
E by interleukin 4-stimulated human lymphocytes [107]. And, 
glucocorticoid dexamethasone is the first trial-proven drug 
that reduces COVID-19 mortality by suppressing immune 
system [108]. And, glutamine are so necessary for activating 
glucocorticoids and Rac1 synthesis that deficiency in glutamine 
are consequently inhibit IFN-gamma that Immunosuppression 
Induced by Glutamine Deprivation Occurs via Activating PD-
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L1 Transcription in Bladder Cancer [109].  Where activation the 
glucocorticoids functions will increase glutamine utilisation in 
blood [110].

And, Glucocorticoid deficiency causes transcriptional and 
post-transcriptional reprogramming of glutamine Metabolism 
[111]. And, plays a crucial role in the production of cytokines, 
macrophages, phagocytic, and neutrophil to kill the bacteria [112]. 
And, Glutamine metabolism is essential for the production of IL-
17A in γδ T cells and skin inflammation [113]. So, previous studies 
revealed that the activation of glucocorticoids are the basis for 
increasing glutamine for the production of cytokines, macrophages, 
phagocytic, and neutrophil to kill the bacteria through activating 
Interferons productions. And then we can conclude that deficiency 
in glucocorticoids synthesis and glutamine will suppress immune 
activities and will lead to deficiency in Interferons productions 
followed by decreasing in macrophages and T-cells functions. 

That availability of vit D and glutamine will activate glucocorticoids 
synthesis which activate Interferons productions for suppressing 
viral effects. Where it has been reported that: in spit of the SARS-
CoV-2, are known to suppress and evade the antiviral responses 
of the host organism mediated by interferon (IFN), a family of 
cytokines that plays an important role in antiviral, the vitamin 
D, zinc and glutamine, nutrients have been shown to facilitate 
immune functions [114]. 

And it’s more important to conclude the role of GCs in B-arrestins 
synthesis for stimulating ACE for activating Ang2-AT2 synthesis 
which activate monocyte cells, where the Stimulation of the 
Angiotensin II AT2 Receptor is Anti-inflammatory in Human 
Lipopolysaccharide-Activated Monocytic Cells [115]. And the 
glial cells are able to produce and process Ang II. Ang receptors 
were localized in the blood vessels and neural cells. Local Ang 
II signaling may thus allow for autoregulation of neurovascular 
activity [116].
 
So, B-arrestins which regulated by glucocorticoids and Estrogen 
are necessary for regulating self-renewal in cancer stem cell 
population in B-lineage acute lymphoblastic leukemia mediated 
by Ang2-AT2 synthesis upon ACE functions followed by VEGF-A 
productions necessary for anti-inflammatory growth including 
Increasing in circulating memory B cells. 

Where, due to inflammatory sources signals the cytokines kinases 
will be produced upon Cox2 and ATPase followed by estradiol 
gamma productions which will activate DCs to produce IL2 which 
will be activated by synthase for GCs synthesis and B-estradiol 
synthesis which activate Beta-arrestins which will activate ACE 
for Ang2-AT2 synthesis followed by VEGF-A productions for 
anti-inflammatory processes and for anti-inflammatory growth. 
Also it has been reported that : DCs can readily produce VEGF-A 
in response to a large variety of PAMPs and DAMPs if PGE2 is 
present in the local microenvironment [117]. 

The formation of that GCs-beta active gene are the basis for 
improving, for increasing and for protecting immunity including 
anti-inflammatory growth, that GCs synthesis will be result of 
consuming cholesterol and GPCRs for their biosynthesis and 
preventing and preventing their accumulation in blood , that means 
GCs synthesis protects the body from cholesterol accumulations, 
from GPCRs accumulation and from their binding with salts such 
K and Na that their binding can produce toxicity in blood.

 Remember adrenalin in embryo are large enough to run all immune 

activities and protecting heart functions that indicate GCs are the 
basis for adopting and running immune functions and protect heart 
function manner mediated by B-arrestins synthesis and activating 
anti-inflammatory growth mediated by Ang2-AT2 and VEGF-A 
synthesis . Glucocorticoids synthesis are carrying the critical role 
for adopting both cholesterol and GPCRs percentage in blood 
and consequently functioning the inflammatory molecules which 
produced by Cox2 functions which modified by DCs for producing 
gamma-subunits( IL2) then upon OPA1 synthase function will 
produce GCs-beta which promote B-arrestins for adopting and 
running the increasing in anti-inflammatory processes through 
activating ACE for promoting the Ang2-AT2 synthesis followed 
by VEGF-A synthesis for running anti-inflammatory growth.
 
That GCs synthesis can be defined as the challenge pathway for 
converting GPCRs and cholesterol to adopter active driven protein 
(B-arristin) regulated by OPA1 synthase enzymes (and firstly by 
JAK signaling) for protecting myocardial layer and immune from 
increasing in GPCRs and from cholesterol accumulations through 
producing both mineralocorticoid and B-arrestins in Myocardial 
layer for protecting from salts binding and then strengthen heart 
functions through activating ACE functions for Ang2-AT2 
synthesis and VEGF-A synthesis for anti-inflammatory growth 
then for strengthen best proper condition for heart layers. 

Where it has been reported that: GCs induce proteins with anti-
inflammatory activities, including glucocorticoid-induced leucine 
zipper (GILZ) which mediate several actions of GCs, including 
inhibition of the NF-κB. (the NF-KB which activated by irregular 
cellular activities ) .The GILZ play a regulatory role in many 
tissues including the cardiovascular tissues [118].
 
And, GCs synthesis are important challenge for activating 
angiotensin Ang2-AT2 synthesis which followed by VEGF-A 
synthesis for running anti-inflammatory growth. And, 
As the synthesis of Acyl-COAs In embryo are promoting 
the nucleocytosolic acetyl-CoA-alpha productions as the 
nucleocytosolic alpha (NSO-alpha) is the main important improved 
steps for anti-inflammatory growth started in early activity in 
embryo, that the NO-alpha firstly regulated by GC-beta followed 
by B-arrestins productions then followed by Ang2-AT2 synthesis 
and VEGF-A which necessary for anti-inflammatory growth [119]. 

So the synthesis of Acyl-COAs as playing the major roles in 
anti-inflammatory growth In embryo indicate that are necessary 
for nucleocytosolic alpha (NSO-alpha) which regulated firstly by 
GCs-beta synthesis for improving the anti-inflammatory growth 
mediated by Ang2-AT2 synthesis and by VEGF-A synthesis 
for embryo development and for protecting heart layers from 
salts binding and from cholesterol accumulations, And So, the 
endothelial functions which responsible for gcs synthesis are 
having the basic roles responsible for adopting the inflammation 
and cholesterol percentage through GCs-beta synthesis and prevent 
cholesterol accumulations and GPCRs accumulation too through 
activating ACE functions for activating angiotensin active pathway 
which are important for running the “adopted” anti-inflammatory 
processes which are the basis for “adopting” the anti-inflammatory 
growth too through VEGF-A synthesis which regulated by Ang2-
AT2 synthesis. where many Biomedical studies have proven and 
indicated to me that Cox2 and ATPase are the necessary basis 
for producing cholesterol and inflammation (as their functions 
for acting on inflammatory source) which then stimulate OPA1 
synthetase for activating DCs to induce IL2 for inducing IL10, 
and IL17 (upon synthase function) for running two pathways: the 
1st / is for running GCs synthesis for B-arrestins synthesis which 
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stimulate ACE functions for activating angiotensin pathways 
by Ang2-AT2 synthesis followed by and VEGF-A synthesis, 
but the 2nd pathway / is for activating IFN-beta productions for 
reactivating anti-inflammatory processes mediated by MHC class 
l, MHC ll synthesis followed by SIRPα1 and TLR4 synthesis for 
proliferation. 

That, GCs synthesis are potential for Interferons synthesis for 
increasing the pool of anti-inflammatory processes but it can 
appear that GCs suppress IFN-gamma but the synthesis of IFN-
gamma by GCs are having short life time “steps” followed fastly 
by IFN-beta synthesis which then followed by IFN-alpha synthesis 
which promote nucleocytosolic alpha synthesis. Where, GCs 
have been shown to potentiate IFN-γ induction of FcγRI gene 
expression in myeloid cells [120].
 
That The decreasing or inhibition in GCs-beta and in synthase 
function can reflect Inhibition in interferon beta (due to inhibition in 
pyrimidine kinases) that will be the result of accumulation of DCs 
products IL2 which can be mutated due to their accumulation and 
improved to produce nearly IL30 or IL40 which aren’t recognized 
by IL2 family that will characterized the autoimmune disorder 
diseases (that as I mentioned firstly is due to inhibition in GCs-
beta due to synthase inhibition). And the IFN-beta which activated 
by GCs-beta can improve Environment for Th2 differentiation in 
vivo. That IFN-beta in vitro can induce the development to DC2, 
which provide a permissive environment for Th2 differentiation 
[121]. And, IFN-α/β, among other “DCs” innate cytokines that is 
considered as an important ‘third signal that shapes the effector 
and memory T-cell pool. Moreover, IFN-α/β also serves as a 
counter-regulator of T helper type 2 and type 17 responses [122]. 
 
Note that , IFN-α/β, among other “DCs” innate cytokines that is 
considered as‘third signal that shapes the effector and memory 
T-cell pool has a clear meaning that IFN-α/β, among “DCs” 
which innate proper cytokines contain proper TAT and TAC 
promoter are involved in GCs-beta synthesis which necessary 
for memories functions. That it’s important to clarify that due 
to glucocorticoidsbeta (dexamethasone) synthesis will enhances 
IFN-beta-induced STAT4 activation and consequently will show 
decreaseing in IL-12-induced STAT4 phosphorylation which used 
for GCs-beta synthesis followed by IFN-beta synthesis. That it has 
been reported that, glucocorticoids (dexamethasone) decreases IL-
12-induced STAT4 phosphorylation and IFN-gamma production 
and enhances IFN-beta-induced STAT4 activation [123]. 

So , We can confirm and concluded that IFN-beta are potentiated 
and promoted by GCs-beta synthesis which adopted cholesterol 
and GPCRs percentage in vivo and can promote nucleocytosolic 
CoA alpha which regulating and shape the effector memory T-cells 
functions (mediated by Ang2-AT2 synthesis and VEGF-A synthesis 
for running anti-inflammatory growth). That, O-GlcNAcylation 
is clearly formed from GCs-beta Biosynthesis pathways which 
has a strong roles in increasing the T-cells and B-cells functions. 
That, O-GlcNAcylation promotes the development, proliferation, 
and activation of T and B cells. O-GlcNAcylation regulates 
inflammatory and antiviral responses of macrophages [124].
 
That GCs are having strong roles in regulating and shape the 
effector memory T-cells pool of functions and have strong roles in 
the increasing the adopting improvements capacity of monocyte-
derived from dendritic cells to induce IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13,to 
IL23 which promote MHC class ll synthesis from MHC class l 
then will activate PD-L1 from PD1 fo’owef by SIRPα1 production 
within cells and then followed by TLR4 production for anti-

inflammatory growth and cells sevival. Also, IFNγ (regulated by 
estradiol gamma and by GCs-gamma) is an important activator 
of macrophages and inducer of Class I major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC) molecule expression which upon IFN-beta 
synthesis and functions (IFN-beta potentiated by GCs-beta 
upon synthase function) will promote the MHC ll synthesis , but 
depending firstly on proper Protein-Kinase-Cs (PKCs) expression 
where it’s expression depends on pyrimidine kinases (TAT and 
TAC kinases) synthesis which has the effective roles in adopting 
heart function and protect immune with central nerve cells from 
autoimmune disorders and from cancer diseases. Where, IFN-γ-
induced expression of the MHC class Il transactivator (CIITA), a 
transcriptional coactivator essential for MHC-II expression, was 
inhibited in DN PKC-α-overexpressing cells [125]. 

Where the PKC-α-overexpression (regulated and promoted by 
Ser phosphorylation pathway for thymine promoters TATATA 
kinases productions) Will reactivate firstly the cholesterol and 
S6K synthesis in mTOR pathway which followed by synthetase 
effects for activating DCs for producing their IL2 followed by the 
Glucocorticoid-gamma synthesis which activate GC-beta synthesis 
which by itself will promote the IFN-beta (which I identify it as 
the DCs-GCs -IFNs-anti-inflammatory growth pathway followed 
by proliferation processes.
 
But over expression of IFN-gamma by synthetase function in 
will delay only the starting function of DCs-GCs -IFNs-anti-
inflammatory growth pathway (but not inhibition) till will start the 
first point of the synthesis of DCs-GCs -IFNs-anti-inflammatory 
growth pathway again for refunctioning the extra of the DN PKC-
α-overexpressing. But, the decreasing in thymine kinases synthesis 
(TAT kinases) with continuing DN PKC-overexpressing will 
lead to accumulation in both GCs gamma and IFN-gamma with 
decreasing in synthase function that will lead to dysregulation in 
immune functions and will be the main reasons for autoimmune 
disorders diseases. 

PLCγ2, GCs-beta, IFN-beta, and Ang2-AT2 necessary to beat 
osteoporosis, arthritis and bone cancer with the importance 
of estrogen synthesis
Thymine and cytosine kinases which produced from Ser 
phosphorylation in mTOR pathway are the basic for activating 
estrogen synthesis upon synthase effect on cholesterol molecules. 
Rac1 basically contain S6K rich Proline and hydrophobic amino 
acids that each amino acid especificslly the Proline amino acids 
are characterized Rac1 functions and activities for contributing 
the anti-inflammatory processes and anti-inflammatory growth, 
that Rac1 has the roles of acting on inflammatory sources through 
analyzing their contents by oxidation for producing long fatty 
chains (that firstly Rac1 activate ATPase and GTPase by S6K 
which act on inflammatory molecules producing long fatty 
chains) which will subject to the influences of OPA1 oxidative 
function (which repaired by GTPase and promoted by Rac1) for 
producing fatty Acyl-COAs isoforms which can be considered 
as GP-GTP isoforms (upon binding with GTP), Gp-GTP gamma 
(upon synthetase functions) , GP-GTP beta (upon synthase effect 
on Gp-GTP), and GP-GTP alpha (upon phospholipase effects 
on GP-GTP) where some considered that GTPase has been 
analyzed to give Gp isoforms but GTPase which promoted by 
S6K will activate OPA1 enzymes that will act on inflammations 
and on long fatty chains for producing Gp-GTP nuclear isoforms 
(gamma, beta, and alpha,) which activate GCs synthesis ,, and 
GP-GTP beta which have the roles of promoting PLCγ1, PLC-
beta, and PLC-alpha upon thiotransferase functions followed by 
IFN-gamma, IFN-beta, and IFN-alpha synthesis respectively for 
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anti-inflammatory processes and growth.

The Rac1 are Regulated by thymine kinases and cytosine kinases 
(PKC) production and by S6K production from Ser/ Thr mTOR 
phosphorylation pathway, where Rac1 has the function of 
contributing in PLCs synthesis for rebuilding bones growth and 
contributing in anti-inflammatory processes, where inhibition in 
one of previous kinases will affect on the next cellular pathways 
that can lead to cancers and pathogenic symptoms. 

And, Studies of PLCγ1-deficient fibroblasts have shown that 
epidermal growth factor failed to mobilizeintracellular Ca2+  
That Among signal transduction pathway components, Src family 
kinases, Syk kinase and the adapter protein LAT have all been 
shown to play critical roles in FcγR-regulated phagocytosis 
(through activating Plcγ2 production). Where, PLCγ2 is essential 
for FcRγ-containing collagen receptor-mediated release of ATP/
ADP and thromboxin A2 in platelets.

Plcγ2 play critical roles in anti-inflammatory processes as revealed 
before and are recovered by GCs-beta and by VEGF-A which 
promoted by Ang2-AT2 synthesis that both Plcγ2 and VEGF-A 
are recovering TXA2 synthesis and collagen synthesis. That it 
has been reported that : PLCγ2 dysfunction is associated with 
a variety of diseases including cancer, and PLCγ2-associated 
antibody deficiency and immune dysregulation, in some cases 
with autoinflammation.
 
And, it has proven that to inhibit RANKL-mediated 
osteoclastogenesis via modulating PLCγ signaling pathways. 
So PLCs synthesis are promoted by Src kinase, Syk, and by 
adopter protein which promoted by B-arrestins regulation which 
regulated by GCs synthesis and Estrogen, that PLCs synthesis are 
promoted by GCs functions where both are having a critical roles 
in Thromboxane-A synthesis. That deficiency in PLCγ2 synthesis 
can lead to Bone cancer, osteoporosis, and arthritis. Note that 
Plcγ2 can activate Ang2-AT2 synthesis (mediated by GCs-beta 
and B-arrestins synthesis) which is necessary for improving heart 
function and pulses (regulated by pyrimidine kinases synthesis) and 
necessary for improving VEGF-A productions which necessary 
for adopting anti-inflammatory growth for both heart and bones 
growth, and important for adopting mineralocorticoid synthesis 
and functions for get rid of Na and K salts and protect heart and all 
immune from hyper Molecular toxicity that can be the main reason 
for pathogenic cases. The Inhibition in estrogen reflect increasing 
in cholesterol and consequently in inflammations with inhibition 
in synthase function that the accumulation in inflammations will 
promote TNF a. Where, TNFα promoted an up to 2 folds increase 
in cellular cholesterol, which was resistant to ACAT inhibition.

But estrogen synthesis reflect IFN-beta and GCs-beta synthesis 
followed by B-arrestins synthesis and followed by Ang2-AT2 and 
VEGF-A synthesis which are the basis for running and adopting 
anti-inflammatory growth and protect the heart layers functions. 
It is reasonable that the expression of ER and the activity of 
ER must be tightly regulated. Deregulation of ER is involved 
in tumorigenesis in multiple organ sites. Progression from an 
ER-positive phenotype to an ER-negative phenotype typically 
involves the constitutive activation of growth-promoting signals, 
thereby leading to a loss of estrogen dependence and resistance to 
anti-estrogens. And it is so imp to note that, Inhibition of the Rho 
GTPase, Rac1, decreases estrogen receptor levels. 

The effect on microglia function in the brain might be accompanied 
by a dysregulation of other immune cells’ function and other 

tissues/organs, such as bones and liver. Triggering receptor 
expressed on myeloid cells-2 (TREM2) is an innate immune 
receptor that promotes phagocytosis by myeloid cells such as 
microglia and macrophages. 
 
Loss of PLCγ2 led to broad changes in expression of several 
macrophage surface markers and phenotype, including reduced 
phagocytic activity and survival, while pluripotent stem cell 
LPS-induced secretion of the inflammatory cytokines TNFα and 
IL-6 was unaffected. Stem cells residing in alveoli and terminal 
bronchioles that can self-renew and differentiate into alveolar 
type (AT)-1 cells, AT-2 cells. 

The Case Report: of A Psoriatic Arthritis Patient with 
Dactylitis & Enthesitis 
60-year-old woman presented with a persistent dry cough, extreme 
fatigue, and a decrease in appetite following a diagnosis of 
streptococcal pharyngitis and tonsillitis 3 weeks prior. Diagnostic 
tests. Results of laboratory investigations revealed anemia, with 
a ferritin level of 1607 ng/mL (reference range, 11-307 ng/mL), 
a low transferrin level, a low iron level, and a hemoglobin of 
8.6 g/dL (13.6 g/dL 2 months previously). Diffuse Large B Cell 
Lymphomas (DLBCL) encompasses a heterogeneous group of 
tumors that together constitute the commonest of all Non Hodgkin 
Lymphoma (NHL). Lymphomas are a group of malignant blood 
cell tumors that develop from lymphocytes representing 2.2% 
of all malignant neoplasms of the head and neck. Two main 
categories of lymphomas are Hodgkin’s lymphoma and non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma.
 
Dactylitis is characterized by generalized swelling of a finger 
or toe. Though it is commonly seen, the literature on psoriatic 
dactylitis is scant, with the majority consisting of solitary case 
reports. A 36-year-old woman presented at the Johns Hopkins 
Arthritis Center for a second opinion regarding a diagnosis of 
psoriatic arthritis (PsA).She had developed pain and stiffness 
in her hands, feet, knees, ankles, elbows and shoulders. She had 
mild plaque psoriasis of the scalp and base of the neck, as well 
as inverse psoriasis of the perianal and genital areas. She had 
psoriatic nail onycholysis, hyperkeratosis and pitting. 

Conclusion
The glucocorticoids which are the basic regulator for B-arrestins 
expression are now considered as the basic regulator for anti-
inflammatory processes that are crucial in regulating CSC self-
renewal and mediate anti-inflammatory processes as effective for 
adopting self-renewal in stem cell population.

The GPCRs and glutamate are necessary for glucocorticoids 
productions, that the GCs synthesis prevent the GPCRs 
accumulation, while the B-arrestins promoted and regulated by 
both glucocorticoid-beta and Estrogen productions for running 
its role of anti-inflammatory growth includes self-renewal in the 
cancer stem cell populations. Estrogen promote the B-arrestins 
production which will adopt and activate the self-renewal in T-cells 
population which will reactivate DCs for producing IL2 which 
upon synthase will promote IL6, IL8 and IL23 productions which 
will reactivate the Glucocorticoid synthesis for readopt and prevent 
GPCRs accumulations. The Deregulation in ER productions are 
associated with accumulation of Gamma-estradiol and may 
associated with IL30 or IL40 (due inhibition in B-estradiol) 
are the main reasons for tumorigenesis. The decreasing in S6K 
reflects decreasing in GTPase (which imp for OPA1 repairs for 
activating OPA1 function) that will associated with decreasing 
in Rac1 which depend on S6K (that can reflect decreasing in 
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B-estradiol due decreasing in OPA1 synthase) that will reflect 
decreasing in both B-estradiol and Estrogen productions (which 
promoted by cholesterol as a substrat for its Biosynthesis) that will 
reflect decreasing in glucocorticoids productions that can reflect 
accumulations in cholesterol and in GPCRs (that can be the basis 
for increasing in left vertical size associated with decreasing in 
mineralocorticoid synthesis which associated with high binding 
affinity to K and Na that will be results of toxicities and followed 
by tumor cancer growth).
 
Pyrimidines kinases (thymine kinases “TK” and cytosine 
“PKC” kinases) are necessary for estrogen synthesis mediated 
by B-estradiol production for activating GCs-beta, for IFN-beta 
and for both IFN-alpha and VEGF-A synthesis in the progression 
of anti-inflammatory growth. The decreasing or inhibition in 
purines and in pyrimidine kinases can cause decreasing in S6K 
that will.reflects decreasing in both ATPase and GTPase (where 
GTPase improves the OPA1 repairs for activating OPA1 functions) 
that will associated with the decreasing in Rac1 which depend on 
S6K (that can reflect decreasing in B-estradiol due to decreasing 
in OPA1 synthase) that will reflect decreasing in both B-estradiol 
and Estrogen productions (which promoted by cholesterol as a 
substrate for estrogen Biosynthesis) that will be the result of 
decreasing in glucocorticoids-beta and IFN-beta productions with 
accumulations in cholesterol and in GPCRs (that can be the basis 
for increasing in left vertical size associated with decreasing in 
mineralocorticoid synthesis) and can be the result of decreasing in 
T-cells self renewal and in B cells functions that can be associated 
with decreasing in PLCγ2 synthesis and in brief can lead to several 
cases of cancers and heart diseases. 

The accumulations of PKC due to the deficiency or inhibition in 
thymine kinases followed by inhibition or mutation in cytokines 
kinases will be result in mutation in IL2 that can be accumulate 
and can be improved to IL30 and IL40 due to irregular processes 
in vivo that can be result in pathogenic diseases such as causing 
autoimmune disorders disease.
 
Proinflammatory cytokines produced in inflamed joints (upon 
Cox2 effects on inflammatory sources) promote the generation 
and released from bone marrow. That the accumulation of 
Proinflammatory cytokines which characterized several diseases 
including tumor growth can be due to inhibition in glutamine 
followed by inhibition in Proline (which is imp for amino acids 
synthesis) then followed by inhibition in GCs-beta and in IFN-
beta associated with deficiency in OPA1 synthase. 

It’s cleared to me that B-arrestins and serotonin are having almost 
same origin, almost same function, with same pathways that may 
B-arrestins promote and regulate the serotonin productions , but 
serotonin originated from tryptophanTph1 which originate from 
blood, while Tph2 responsive for serotonin synthesis in brain (the 
binding of thymine T “which is so necessary” to GG in serotonin 
molecule in brain upon tryptophan hydroxylase (Tph). function), 
that serotonin can be boosted and enhancement by more necessary 
amino acids for Enhancement its functions such as tryptophan 
(TGG) , Leu, Tyr, Gly, and methionine for activating both Leu 
and Met-pentapeptides in enkephalin tissue in brain, .that as the 
thymine missed in serotonin (missed in tryptophan TGG ) as 
will show mutations in its structure and functions but will still 
promote growth through its purines kinases (GG) which can 
promote tumor growth.
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